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INTRODUCTION 
The general aooeptanoe of the oemetery, by different sooi-
eties, as the preferred burial plaoe has made them an expres-
sion of oulture, oonsequently numerous forms and various 
olassifioations suoh as monument and non-monument have devel-
oped. l This praotioe of burying the dead has also resulted in 
an enormous aoreage of land devoted exclusively to oemeteries. 
This form of land use does not diminish or remain constant in 
respect to size but is constantly increasing. 2 As our sooiety 
in the United States becomes more urban in character more and 
more of this cemetery acreage will be located in the metro-
politan areas.3 In order for uS,to make the best possible 
and most effioient use of this land it is importent that it 
is properly designed and developed. 
The profess10n of Landscape Architecture concerns 1tself 
w1th the design and development of land and the objects plaoed 
upon 1 t for the prBot1oe.l and utilitar1an as ~·]ell as the 
esthetic potent1als inherent in the site. Cemetery design is 
an 1mportant phase of landscape arch1 tecture and one in whioh 
the landscape arohiteot 1s vitally interested beoause of the 
prominence of th1s type of land use in and around our cities. 
lSee Cemetery Classification, Appendix A, p. 158. 
2See Cemetery Acreage, Appendix A, p. 159. 
3See Urban Cemetery, Appendix A, p. 161. 
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It also affords the landscape arChiteot an opportunity to use 
his abilities to enrioh the scenic attractions of his commu-
nity and further the appreoiation of good, sound landsoape 
arohiteotural development. The relative permanenoe of the 
cemetery offers an opportunity to design and guide the develop-
ment of an area which will exist long enough to reach its maxi-
mum esthetio maturity. 
The landscape architect's knowledge of the various kinds 
of out~door beauty and utility and the means through which they 
can be economically produced makes his services extremely valu-
able to the cemetery developer. His services are not alone 
concerned with studies in plan, seotion, elevation, planting 
plans and the esthetio possibilities of the site but also 
with the finanoial oonsiderations. Even though the landscape 
architect is idealy trained to design and direct cemetery 
development he must rely on his own experience in this field 
of out-door development. Very little information in the form 
of published works is available to him for study and reference. 
The basic design principles of landscape architecture apply to 
cemetery design but their application will vary and change 
according to the demands of our culture and the type of 
cemetery.l 
Our present philosophy of considering cemetery land as a 
relatively permanent land use will some day have to be re-
ISee Changing Aspects of Cemetery DeSign, Appendix A, 
p. 162. 
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evaluated. We are annually setting aside a sizable acreage of 
land that will not be used for any other purpose than ~s a 
, 
cemetery. Obviously, we cannot continue this policy indefi-
nitely because some day the entire country will be devoted to 
oemetery purposes. This possibility is extremely remote be-
cause we will change our attitude toward the permanence of 
cemetery land before we find ourselves at the point where there 
1s insufficient land for the l1ving. 
The cemetery as designed and developed today closely 
resembles a park and as such serves as an open spaae within 
our cities. Most of the cit1es 1n the Un1ted states are defi-
cient 1n park or open-air spaces, therefore, it 1s desirable 
to retain and add to the open spa.oe aoreage rather than reduce 
1t. Several generat10ns after the last burial is made in a 
oemetery there are very few people 1nterested in the persons 
buried therein end perm1ssion to move the cemetery for city 
expans10n 1s generally more readily obtainable th~n while the 
cemetery is still functioning as a burial p1aoe. Instead of 
exhuming the bodies and using the area. for building purposes, 
the cemetery could be oonverted into a passive reoreation area; 
thereby retaining 1t as an open-air space within the city. 
Such a polioy will not reduce the u1timete acreage in cemetery 
use but it w1ll make the land serve a double function. 
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Soope and Method ot Investigation 
Scope 
, 
The scope at this thesis, with the exception of the 
historical background is confined to cemetery design and 
development as practiced in the United States. Even though 
our basic beliefs conoerning burials and the disposal of the 
dead have been inherited from European culture they heve been 
carried beyond and perfeoted in a tyPically American manner. 
Our oemeteries have been influenoed by our American traditions 
ot esthetic ideals and the American perk Style of Landsoape 
Architeoture. These ~10 factors have resulted in some of the 
most attraotive oemeteries in the world. 
Wh1le recognizing that some segments at the population of 
the Un1ted States adhere to rel1gious trad1tions other than 
Chr1stiani ty, and oonsequently have different trs.di tiona con-
cerning the disposal of the corpse, it is felt that these other 
rel1giouB groups are too insignifioant, in number, to warrant 
their consideration in th1s study. 
Method of investigation 
Soon after selecting the subject of this thesis it be-
came eVident that very little work hAd been done in the field 
of cemetery design. Most of the books wr1tten concerning it, 
d1rectly or indirectly, have been written pr10r to the 1920's. 
The Iowa State College Library, while not hpving all of the 
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books, has the most importent ones. In en attempt to learn 
more s.bout the literature ot the field the Librarian at the 
Harvard Un1 verst ty L1brary of City and Landsoape Plann1ng was 
oontaoted- However, th1s important l1brary of Landsoape 
Arohitecture was unable to Gupply much additional information. 
The mst valuable source of current literature sbout 
oemeter1es is to be found ln the current periodicals of which 
The American Cemetery ls the most important. In order to sup-
plement th1s source and to learn the teeling ot men actively 
engaged 1n cemetery work, the writer prepared a qUestionnaire 
wh10h was sent to various cemetery superintendents throughout 
the country.l 
Th1s questionnaire was sent to 110 cemetery superintend-
ents throughout the United states and Hawail with a response 
of 27 percent. or the 27 percent responding, 66 percent of 
the cemeteries l'lere of the monument classificat1on, possibly 
indioating thnt the personnel of the monument oemetery are 
concerned I'll th the trend tot-lard the memorial pE'lrk and conse-
quently roore attent1ve to the furthers.noe of a study of this 
type. 
The results of this questionnaire end a study of land-
soape princ1ples, particule.rly as applied to park dosign, form 
the basls tor the information presented 1n this thesis on 
Landscape Architectural Design of the Cemetery. 
ISee Cemetery Questlonnaire, Append1x B, p. 166. 
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We shall therefore, give first oonsideration to the fao-
tors ot history and oulture which etfect cemetery design and 
I 
then disouss the physical and landsoape elements of oemetery 
design and their influenoe in the development of the cemetery 
plan. 
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FACTORS AFFECTING CEMETERY DESIGN 
The landscape design of a cemetery 1s a prooess of 
asse~bling various functional and esthetic elements to form B 
ut1litarian and beautiful unit to serve as a burial area. The 
factors which influence the selection of these necessary 
elements and their assembling are rooted in our past history 
and the activities of every day oontemporary life. The inte-
gration of different but essential aspeots of our sooiety 
takes on greater importanoe today than it did in the past be-
cause the United states is becoming an urbanized country. All 
facets of life are beooming more closely associa.ted with the 
city and its radiating influence in respect to our apprecia-
tion of nature and her inherent beauty. 
The oemetery is associated with our religious beliefs and 
therefore is a reflection of the fundamental dogmas of our 
religious convictions. Our cuI tura.l heri tnge, embodied BS 1 t 
is 1n the history of many centuries oonta1ns the or1gin of the 
praotioes which we adhere to today in relation to the burial 
of the dead. In order to fully understand and appreo1a.te the 
reasons for some of our buris.l customs as related to the de-
sign and development of cemeteries the landscape architect 
should have an understanding of the historical and cultural 
development of burial grounds before he attempts to design a 
oemetery • 
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H1stor1cal Background 
Pre-h1 s tor1c 
There 1s no data to refute the assumpt10n that dur1ng the 
ear11er stages of the evolution of humanity little or no atten-
tion W8S pa1d to the disposal of the dead. The deceased "Tere 
s1mply abandoned by the wayside, like those of the lower ani-
mals. Th1s pract1ce was qu1te prevalent among some of the 
tr1bes of Austral1a as recently 8S 1924.1 Some of the Man-
go11an tr1bes ot a generation ago followed the prectlce of 
toss1ng the1r dead to the w1ld dogs of the forest who lived 
011 noth1ng but human flesh. Burial ot the deed 1s not neces-
sarily a criterion of advanoed civilization; the Seri Indians 
ot the Cal1forn1a Gulf, who were among the lowest of kno'\>m 
savages, bur1ed the1r dead. 2 . Nevertheless, the disposal of 
the dead has oocup1ed the m1nds of mankind s1nce an early 
per10d in the evolvement of civilization. 
Early man evidently he.d no fears of the dead but es he 
progressed toward civi11zation his attitude changed. Very 
early a fear of the dead developed. Demons a.nd evil spirits, 
it \18S believed, caused the "long-sleep 11 • Consequently, the 
lLilllan Eichler. The customs of mankind. New York, 
N. y., Nelson Doubleday. Inc. 1924. p. 568. 
2James Hastings. Encyclopaedia of relig1on' and ethics. 
Vol. IV. New York, N.Y., Charles Scribner's Sons. 1914. 
p. 420. 
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oorpse was possessed with evil spirits and in order to pre-
vent these from tormenting the living, the body, demons and 
all, had to be eliminated. This tear ot the deed prompted 
prim1 tlve man to dlspose of his dea.d by various means" sub-
aerial disposal" .OB.ve deposl t, water buria.l, earth burial and 
orematlon were all used at some period. 
The custom ot burylng the dead has been traoed back to 
Neanderthal Han In the Mlddle Paleolithic perlod. l Not only 
dld the fear ot the dead lead to burial but also to the mark-
ing of the grave so that it could be avoided by the living. 
The diocovery of what is considered the first authentio Pale-
olithic sepuloher at Solutre in Southern Frence indic~tes that 
Oro-Magnon Man not only buried his dead but ereoted tombstones 
at the grave slte as long as 15,000 years ego. 2 
The Iberian race whioh was distributed ove~ Europe, Asia 
Minor and North Afrioa before the Aryans spread over this 
area, made great ceremonies out of the burial of the deae. 3 
By the time of the Neolithic Age there is unmistakable evidence 
to show that the disposal of the deed hed become a socred 
obligatlon. 
The burlal rl tes whioh 't·:ere 1nspired by teer gradually 
evolved into oeremonies of pomp and solemnity planned espe-
lEichler, QQ. £!l., p. 563. 
2~., p. 564. 
3Ibid ., p. 566. 
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c1ally for the dead. The burial customs of the Neolithic 
P~riod indicate a considerable mental development s.s shown by 
great burial caverns. The graves were l1ned with stone slabs 
on the bottom, sides, and top with great mounds of ee.rth 
placed over the graves and surmounted by megoliths. 
Cremation orig1nated in the East among the Aryans as a 
consequence of their worship of Agoi,l the god of flre; how-
ever, it does not appear to have been universal among them. 
\~1th the advancement of the Aryans 1nto the terrl tory of the 
Ancient Iberians. cremation made its appears.noe in the culture 
of pre-western c1vilization and has existed side by side with 
burial as a form of disposing of the corpse sinoe its introduc-
tion. 
Htstorio 
The Ancient Assyrians and Babylonians, while acquainted 
with cremation. generally buried their dead 1n earthen jars 
1n huge communial excavations. The early Egyptl&ne also fol-
lot/ed this practice but the Egyptis.n belief in immorte.lity led 
to the practioe of embalming the body so that the soul would 
have a resting ple.oe as it passed to and fro between the King-
dom of Oslris nnd the Valley of the N1le. Cremation was never 
praotlced by the Egyptians. 
lCharles Franois Keary. Outllne of primitive belief. 
New York, N. Y.. Charles Scribner' a Sone. 1882. p. 10. 
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From earllest time the Hebrews have held an extreme 
raveranoe tor the oorpse and never praoticed elther oremation 
or embalming. The Hebrews regarded the human body RS oompoRed 
of perishable clay end therefore favored burial. Their belief 
that the grave was ritually unolean led to the pract1ce of 
erecting sui table tombstones so tha,t it might be avoided by 
the priest. The ancient Greeks like the Hebrews considered 
the corpse unclean and during the early days, burial was the 
aooepted method of disposal ot the dead and was continued until 
about the third century B.C. when cremation wa.s introduced. 
The fundamental bellefs regardlng death and funer8l cus-
toms among the Romans were very similar to those of the Greeks. 
Like the Greeks, the Romans first practiced earth burial, but 
later resorted to cremation, which became the general pr~ctice 
ln the later days of the Republic. The common practice of 
burn1ng the dead ln the Bronze Age was probably resorted to 
as a more effectlve way of getting rid of the ghost then b,y 
burial. Nevertheless, it was customary to perform a symbolic 
burial of the body by the interment of a small part of it, 
usually a part of one of the fingers. 
Roman cemeteries ~ere not public communal enclosures, 
set apart by themselves, such as ours are today, but were 
situated along the great highways leeding from the citiea. 
The fronts of these cemeteries bordered the road and took the 
form of long narrow private holdings with imposing monuments 
along the 'tJay. All the roads leading from the city of Rome 
12 
had their tombs; the most magnificent ot all was the Appian 
Way. Portrait busts and the custom ot roadside burial illus-
trated the Roman's yearning for continued part1oipation in 
the aftairs of the living and their conv1ct1on as to future 
existence. The tradition of burying the dead in olose approx1-
mity to the living was followed by the Early Christians and 
has been continued until oomparatively reoent times. 
The Early Christians adopted some of the Anoient Jew1sh 
. burial customs which were fused with Greek and Roman customs 
but gave.s sp1ritual 1nterpretation to them. Early Christ1ans 
conoe1ved of death as s sleep and the grave as a rest1ng 
plaoe.l Their early bur1al plaoes were outs1de the 01t1es 1n 
natural oaves or in tombs cut out of the rooky h111s1des fol-
low1ng the Jew1sh custom. Some ot the ear11est Christian 
cemeter1es of which we have any knowledge B.re to be found in 
the vi01n1ty of Rome. Pr10r to the Chr1stian oemeter1es of 
Rome the Early Chr1st1ans made use of the catacombs of thAt 
01ty-
The oataoombs had been used by the Romans as bur1a1 
grounds pr10r to the Chr1st1an Era. W1th the advent of Chr1s-
t1an persecut1on, the Christ1ans made use of them as meeting 
plaoes>and bur1al grounds, beoause the Romans had a strong 
tradition of respeot for all burial p1aoes, oonsequently, the 
Christ1ans were oomparatively safe. 1be oataoombs of Rome 
lHastings, gR. cit., p. 456. 
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are 50 to 75 teet below the surfaoe, so 1ntricate and exten-
s1ve in their corridors, passages and wind1ngs that they form 
an endless labyrinth. One authority had calculated that 
about seven million humans are buried there. l 
The r1se of the Churoh changed the entire complex10n of 
the burial problem. Very early the Church opposed the prac-
tice of cremation as pagan and followed the example set by 
the Divine Redeemer. By the fourth century A.D. cremation 
was entirely superseded by interment in the areas under the 
influence of Ohristianity. Toward the end of the seoond and 
beginning of the third century, Ohristians began to establish 
meeting plaoes of their own above the ground for worship and 
al.so instituted burial plaoes above and beneath the ea.rth. 
Publio burials in the adJoining churoh yard became the 
acoepted practice because it 1'18S believed that the evil spirits 
whioh were oontained in the corpse were rendered powerless in 
oonsecrated ground. 
The development of the cemetery or ohuroh-yard appears 
to have had a slow and oontinuous growth. Burial elsewhere 
~an in or near the domestic hearth, 8S had been the practioe 
throughout most of the pagan world, would have developed as 
it d1d in most Islamic countries, independently of sny new 
religious sanctIons. However, the process was stimulated by 
the Christian praotioe. The Christian praotioe of burial 
lElohler, £Q. £!l., p. 586. 
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near the church led to enormous sanitary problems and finally 
resulted 1n 381 A.D. of Emperor Theodosius forbidding inter-
ment within the city of Rome and ordered the removal of all 
remains. Cemeteries, thereafter, were not perm1tted in or 
near the oi ty. Th1s law was followed through the Roman Empire 
and was embodied in the Just1nian Code. l The pagan practice 
of burying nep..r the domes tic hearth was so strong that the 
law was wldelydisregarded. From this time until compara-
tively modern times the practice of burial within the ohurch 
becam~ more and more common until the conditions within the 
churches beoame unbearable. ....=--
As long as the communities were small the disposal of 
the dead beyond the city limits oaused little difflculty. 
Unt1l relatively recent t1mes, 1n Chr1st1an and non-Christian 
communi ties, the rule we.s to ha.ve the dead burled in olose 
proximity to the l1~1ng. Churches were bu11t close to ex1st-
ing centers of popula.tion and thechurch-yard--"God's Acre"--
was dedicated to the burial of the dead. Tombstones were 
almost unknown and the use of coffins exceptional, conse-
quently the ground was used again and again. 
The growth ot urbanization resulted in greater concen-
.J trat10ns of population, and ex1st1ng burial grounds bees.me 
inadequate. The growth of cities also forced cemeteries 
lS1r Arnold Wilson and Herman Levy. Burial reform and 
funeral costs. London, England, Oxford University Press. 
1938. p. 10. 
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further away from the oenter of the town and publio sentiment 
soon became adverse to burlal 1n distant, not easily 800e8-
, 
sible j cemeteries on the outskirts of the cities. The oon-
fllot between intramural and extramural burials. whioh the 
Romans had so effectively solved "UlS renewed and burial beyond 
the c1ty :11m1ts was abandoned. The Christian ohurch-yard fre-
quently beoame a cont~acted plot of ground in the midst of 
dwell1ngs, literally paoked with bodies. 
Before the eighteenth century. few burial grounds existed 
other than those aSSOCiated with exlsting churches and cathe-
drals. The old churoh-yard of Salnt Andrew's. Wldford, Hert-
fordshire, England was in continuous use for at least 900 
years prior to 1ts closing in 1903. The area available for 
burials was lees than one-halt acre 1n wh10h 1t has been est1-
mated 5,000 persons have been burled. l 
The great plague of London ln 1665 focused attention to 
the san1tary dangers of the ex1sting oemeteries and the prac-
tice of bury1ng the dead. One of the earliest protests to 
1ntramural interment was published anonymously in 1721 under 
the tl tIe "Seasonable ConSiderations on the Indecent and Dan-
gerous Custom of Burying 1n Ohurches and Ohuroh-yards u2 but 
the pamphlet had no effect. 
The' dangers ot the cemetery were also apparent on the 
1~., p. 13. 
2~., p. 19. 
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Continent and the various governments took steps to prohibit 
intramural interment. The Pe.rlie.ment ot Paris in 17651 en-
, 
aoted a law requiring all church-lards within the city to be 
closed. Eight cemeteries were to be estab11shed beyond the 
c1ty limits 1n which tombstones were proh1b1ted--all epitephs 
and insoriptions were to be placed on the enclosing stone 
walls. In 1785 the general disinterment was begun and the 
bodies transterred to the oatacombs. 
The extramural 1nterment movement started in the United 
States about 1806 with the publicat10n ot the New York Board 
ot Health Report which advised the removal of all grave-yards 
trom the city and suggested that the space, thus created, be 
made into public parks~2 A subsequent law to prohibit lnter-
. mural bur1al was passed but not enforced unt1l 1823 when the 
epidemics of yellow tever and cholera convinced the people of 
the desirability at oemeteries beyond the oity. Mount Auburn 
Cemetery in Boston, established in 1831, was the tirst de-
taohed cemetery in the United States. Other oemeteries soon 
tollot1ed: Laurel Hill in Philadelphia 1n 1840 and Greem'lOod 
in New York City in 1842. 
Prior to th1s t1me and even long thereafter the American 
/ 
cemeteries were similar to those of Europe. Ind1v1dua.l burial 
plots were established on farms Rnd nepr the dwellings of the 
lIbid., p. 20. 
2Ibid., p. 21. 
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ear11est settlers. As churches were bu1lt the cemetery be-
~me assoc1ated w1th thee, sim1lar to the European practice; 
this practice is still followed in the rural areas today. 
Burial within churches 1n America was also pract1ced but was 
d1scontinued during the seventeenth and e1ghteenth century. 
The small town or village church-yard presented the Bame p1c-
tures as their European counterparts. Regular rOl,zs of mounds, 
crowded monuments of all descr1ptions, walled-in and fenced-in 
burial plots, square sections, an abundance of topiary work 
and 11ttle or no grass prevailed in all the cemeteries. 
The development of the rural Bnd suburban cemetery marked 
anew epoch 1n American cemetery design and burial customs. 
Old and well-established ideas began to be replaced and the 
resulting cemeteries prompted W11liam Robinson of London in 
his book liThe Parks of Paris II to say: 
The Americans are the only people t'lho bury their 
dead decently and beautifully, that is, so far as 
the present mode of sepulchre will allow them. 
For beauty, extent, careful planting, p1cturesque 
views and keeping, the garden oemeteriesformed 
within the past generation or so neer all the 
princ1pal /t.mer1can cities are a grep.t advance upon 
anything of the kind in Europe. They are 1n some 
cases as large as national parks and as full of 
trees and flowers as a ohoice garden. l 
The above statement was made 1n reference to Spring Grove 
Cemetery, Cinc1nnati, Ohio. Spring Grove pr10r to the 
_ lWlll1am Robinson. The parks of Paris. (Orig1nal not 
available for exam1nat10n; cited in Cemetery Handbook. Chi-
cago, Ill., Allied Arts Publishing Co. ,oa. 19211 , p. 88.) 
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superintendship of Adolph Strauoh was very similar to many 
-cemeteries of the time, cluttered with tombstones, individual 
lot enclosures and grave mounds. Adolph Strauoh, a landsoape 
arohitect trnined on the Continent and ln England, arrived in 
America in 1851.1 Under hls artistl0 guidanoe and professional 
aoumen Sprlng Grove was transformed into the model cemetery 
of the North American Continent. 2 
Mr. Strauoh's conception of a oemetery was that of a 
large park in which broad undulations ot green turf, stately 
avenues and tasteful monuments intermlngled with trees and 
shrubs would meet the eye in all direotions. With a great 
deal of persistent persuasion he was eventually able to elimin-
ate the individual lot enolosures, mounds and many of the 
tombstones and replaoe them with great expanses of lawns. 
The Lawn Plan, as this type ot cemetery development io18S 
called, lnfluenoed oemetery planning allover the country and 
produced a decided lmprovement in the esthetic appearance of 
new and old cemeteries. Mr. Strauch's ldeal ot only one monu-
ment per lot, however, was not achieved. The general deslgn 
ot oemeteries remained similar to the old established pattern 
of ri~ld cheoker-board subdivlsions. The curvillnear road 
lFrank Eurich. Adolph Strauch, "Father of the lawn 
plan cemetery. II In Cemetery Handbook. Chlcago, Ill., Allled 
Arts Publishlng Co. tca. 19211 • p. 146. 
2See Figure 1, p. 20. 
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system Mr. Strauoh advocated was aocepted in prinoiple but 1n 
p~actice the angular road system prevailed. Mr. Strauch's 
contrlbut1on to cemetery design was enormous end won for him 
th~ fitt1ng title "Father of the Lawn Plan Cemetery". Cem-
eteries became park like 1n respect to trees, shrubs and lawns 
even though they stl11 abounded 1n monuments and tombstones 
of all des1gns and descr1pt1ons. 
There seems to have been 11ttle incllnatlon to change the 
general pattern of our burlal grounds until atter the estab-
lishment of Forest Lawn Cemetery, in Californla, 1n 1917.1 
The philosophy of the founder of this oemetery was that a 
oemetery should portray l1fe rather than dea.th. He oonoeived 
the oemetery as a memorial perk des1gned as a human1zed but 
naturalistic park, devoid of the usual type of monuments and 
tomQstones. Individual memorialization was restricted to 
markers plaoed flush w1th the ground. Well designed roeds, 
walks, sweeping lawns, trees and shrubs were the basis for 
the landsoape development with noble memorial architecture, 
statuary and fountains used to oomplete and. enhance the land-
soape. 
Th1s f1rst real ohange 1n the basio pattern of oemeteries 
i 
met w1th enthusiastio approval and filled a hither-to undetect-
ed need. The esthetlc posslblllt1es of thls type of oemetery 
were recognlzed by oemetery offlo1als a.nd deslgners. In less 
lSee Flgure 2, p. 23. 
2lb 
than a generation the ldea spread across the country; however 
lts enthusiastic acceptance and rap1d spread resulted in 
detrimental after effects. 
As the memorial park idea was developed Bcross the 
country 1t resulted in a plain park-like area and in many 
cases it took on the appeAranoe of a purely naturB.listic park, 
deVOid ot the historic oemetery atmosphere and therefore, 
without appeal to the public. The various sections differed 
only 1n name--they h€d a monotonous sameness beoause the 
developers were unable, finanoially, to erect the noble memor-
lal arch1tecture, statuary and other works of art, which were 
so abundant 1n the f1rst memorial perk. The pub11c still 
retained the age old custom of desiring some form of monument 
or memor1eJ.ization. In order to rel1eve the plainness of the 
statueless memorial park, the garden plan wes originated. 
The garden plan ,,;as first developed in 1939 with the 
intention of relieving the monotonousness of the huge arees 
within the memorial park by introducing a garden in place of 
the lacklng arch1tecture or sculptural feature of the section. 
The garden concept 1n cemetery plBnn1ng is similar to the 
garden in other landscape compositions, in th?.t 1 t becomes an 
\ 
intimate enolosure subordinF.ted to the over-all design of the 
surrounding area. 
Gardens as develOped in some of the recent cemeteries 
are generally executed in a formal manner either partially or 
completely enclosed, with the enolosure planting designed in 
1 
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23 
such a manner as to effect1vely bridge the union of forma11s-
tic and naturalistio end thus maintain the esthetic, progres-
sive sp1rit of the memorial park. 
Our present day sophistioation in the development of 
oemeteries has been built on the history and the advanoing 
culture ot mankind. The fundamental ideas are as basic today 
as they have been 1n the past. The expansion and ramification 
ot these fundamental burial customs can only be achieved by a 
knowledge ot \'/hat hB.S been acoomplished 1n the past and then 
related to our present day conoepts of life and the method 
of expressing our twentieth oentury culture. 
cemetery an Expression of Culture 
Praotically all phases of human actiVity are direotly or 
indirectly associated with the cemetery. Cemeteries are the 
final resting plaoe ot the body and as suoh they beoome 
1mportant expressions of the activities of the living- The 
daily activ1ties ot our civilizat10n ere 1nfluenced by the 
developing and changing aspects of our society which in turn 
are reflected in the cemetery and our method of dispos1ng of 
the corpse. The methods employed to express our religious 
beliefs and our economic needs and desires as well BS our 
concept for the me~orialization of our deEd Bre all culturally 
defined. 
24 
Rellglon 
The most slgn1fioant aspeot ot our oulture whloh 1~ 
reflected in our cemeteries ls our religious bellefs, whioh 
dominate our expressions of memorlalization and our estheti0 
standards. Recent advanoes in oemetery management have also 
brought the oemetery 1nto the realm of the buslneAs world; 
nevertheless. in order to build a suocessful operation, the 
cem~tery wh1le dlvorced from the church in many instanoes is 
stlll developed and operated on the basis of religious ethios. 
The oemetery ns known in the United States h~A elwa;'ls 
been assooiated w1th the Christian faith. There ere no insti-
tutions exoept the churohes themselves whioh refleot in a 
greater degree the fa1th and religious lite of our country 
than do our oemeteries. ~ihether lt is a small ohurch burying 
ground, or a large privately owned memorial park, a oemetery 
has a unlque religlous functlon in the oommunity it serves. 
The belief .1n the resurreotion of the body has led to the 
. 
desire to preserve the oorpse and to make the tlnal resting 
place ot the body a plaoe of beauty and serenity. The majority 
of life's most precious memories eventually beoome assooiated 
with some particular cemetery. At first these memories led 
to the memoriallzation ot individuals and took the torm of 
individual grave stones, or large more impos1ng torms of stone 
work. As our oulture beoame more soph1stioated the emphpsls 
shifted from individual memor1al1zation to our present ooncept 
25 
of the memorial park, wherein the entire cemetery becomes a 
memorial to those people bur1ed there, w1th l1ttle or no per-
sonal memorial1za.t10n. 
Cemetety as a memorial 
The Un1ted States M1l1tary Cemeteries. partioularly those 
establ1shed atter World War I and sinoe that t1me, have greatly 
1nfluenced th1s contemporary ooncept of cemetery development. 
The vJorld ~18r I )1111 tary Cemeteries in Europe Here oonceived 
of as both memor1als and bur1al plaoes end developed in aocord-
ance \11th olearly def1ned pr1nciples besed on class1cal slm-
pl1city.l These pr1noiples were embodied in £I. set of master 
plans wh10h presor1bed memorial and utilitar1an features, land-
soape plan~1ng, space utilizat10n and access roads. 
The maj ori ty 01' the 01 vil War Cemeteries "rere orig1nally 
planned as simple burial places without any regard to the 
meillOria1 B.spects; however there are Borne no table exoeptions 
to this statement. The most outstanding 1s the cemetery estab-
lished in commemoration of the BettIe of Chattanooga, November 
23-27, 1863. This oemetery site was seleoted by )'faJor General 
George H. Thomas, who took advantage of the pause in the war 
at Chattanooga t~ put his 1mpress10n on one of the moat beaut1-
ful oemeteries 1n the Nat10nal System. According to Chaplnln 
T. B. Van Horn, who 8.cted 89 super1ntendent during the forma-
lSee F1gure 3, p. 27. 
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28 
tive period ot development, General Thomes selected the site 
during the assault ot his troops, which carried Miasionary 
Ridge and brought the oampaign to a victorious end. The 75 
acre oemetery consists ot a round hill, rising with a unitorm 
slope to a height ot 100 feet. The hill stands within a 
natural amphitheater ot magniticent proportions, inclosed on 
one side by Missionary Ridge and on the other by Lookout 
Mountain. 
The plan ot laying out the grounds was suggested by the 
undulating terrain. Chaplain Van Horn reported in May 1865: 
Where nature suggested avenues they have been made 
and their curVes define the seotions. This rule 
has determined the torm and size of the seotions. 
It has given marked individuA.lity to each, end has 
allowed a well-sustained uni1¥ot expression to the 
whole, as nature has nowhere been opposed. l 
Through the years the Civ1l War Cemeteries have been trans-
tormed into memor1als commemorating great battles and honor1ng 
the soldier dead buried in them. 
The memor1al aspects oonferred on National Cemeteries, 
largely by reason ot their loc~tlon, came to be regarded in 
the minds ot thousands ot visitors as the proper type ot 
development tor all cemeteries. This ideal ot memorializa-
tion ot the cemetery, naturally developed a keener sense and 
a demand tor an improvement in respect to the esthet10 quali-
ties ot the oemetery w1th regard to landscape treatment and 
IEdward Steer. Early growth ot the nat10nal cemetery 
system. The Quartermaster Review. 43, no. 4: 21-28. July-
August 1953. 
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memorial ar·t. 
Memorial park 
The restrained, artistic development of Forest Lawn 1n 
California,' the leading memorial park oemetery in the United 
States, has greatly influenoed and raised the standards ot 
esthetic expression in our cemeteries. As the communities 
standards ot beauty became more refined, the cluttered monu-
ment oemetery with its tombstones of all sizes and shapes 
located without regard to comprehensive unity became more 
repuls1ve. A tombstone or monument, 1f artistically deSigned, 
skillfully executed and provided with the proper setting, be-
comes a work of art and is all/ays 1nteresting and appealing to 
one's sense of beauty and appreCiation of the handiwork of 
man. It is toward this goal that lot restrictions in respect 
to memorials and private plantings are directed, thus elimin-
ating from newer developments the blight of indiscr1minate 
monument plaoement. 
The roodern oemetery contains fe\', signs end symbols of 
death but 1nstead depicts death 10 surroundings of beauty that 
are symbolical of the calm and peace of the life hereafter. 
Everything hee been done to make us forget death itself. All 
deta1ls have been oarefully worked out; the symbols have been 
chosen to express l1fe and hope. The atmosphere of the mem-
orial perk presents in every respect the beauty of a pub11c 
park as well a9 the peaoe and qu1et of after-life, rather 
30 
than the gr1ef and sadness ot those bereaved. l 
Finanoial aspeots 
The development of cemeteries as ln other forms of commer-
clal landsoape development dlffer slightly from those areas 
1n which the financ1al aspects are not as prominent. In the 
development of an estate or large pr1vate hold1ng the consider-
ation of beauty and the esthetic potentlal are developed and 
largely Just1fled on this consideration alone. In the cemetery 
while the landscape architect is oonstantly striving to develop. 
the esthetic possibillties of the area, he is also conscious 
of thOe fact that all declslons must be made with the idea that 
the development must produce a fa1r proflt for all money spent 
1n 1ts creat10n or 1mprovement. The economic potential of a 
cemetery becomes as lmportent as its esthet1c potential. The 
landscape development hes an 1mpressive influence on the 
financial success of a cemetery. The three baSic services the 
cemetery ofters to the public are burial space, beauty and 
cont1nual care and ma1ntenance. 
Burial space is the moot important service and the ini-
tiating cause of the entire development, the one that Justi-
fies the establishment ot the cemetery. Beauty and perpetual 
oare are, therefore~ seoondary in oonsideration. The desir-
ability of the burial space, thus oreated, 1s dependent upon 
lSee Figure 4, p. 32. 
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the size at the lot, its prox1m1ty to the entranoe, the ease 
ot_aooess by roads and walke and the unobnoxiousness ot adJoin-
ing lot development. Soc1al prestige of the lot also 1nflu-
ences the price obta1nable for the grave areas. 
Cemeteries e,re generally developed w1 th three classes or 
types at burial spaces, h1gh cost, medium cost and low cost 
lots. Wh1le this classitication may indicate a reduction in 
the amount ot serv1ces rendered and concess10ns ae to desir-
ability in respeot to access and definitely'in the soc1al as-
pects of the lot .. it should never indicB,te a reduction in 
sound landscape development and perpetual cere. 
The high cost lot sections can be developed from the point 
of view that the purchaser can aftord to pay J not only for 
the absolute essentials but for the added conveniences, beauty 
and prestige. These sections should, therefore, be planned as 
the areas in which the cemeterr will spend the greatest amounts 
of time and money to give d1st1nction and character to its 
development. Greater unity in the oemetery can be secured if 
these sections are .located throughout the development rather 
than concentrated'ln one or several locat1ons. 
At the other end of the economic scale are the low cost 
lots, character1zed by a low purchase price and low annual 
maintenance. The aocommodations proVided are at a m1nimum 
consistent with health regula.tions. self-respect and etfi-
clency of maintenance. The beauty developed here must be in 
harmony with the over-all development of the cemetery. 
34 
The med1um oost lots are naturally a comprom1se between 
these two extremes and acoount for the greatest peroentage of 
the cemetery area. 
Various prioed lots are a necessary part of any sucoess-
ful cemetery desir1ng to fulf111 the needs ot the oommunity 
ln which it 1s looated. Therefore, these lots must be provided 
for in the in1tial studies of the deSign, rather than merely 
added after the deSirable locat1ons have all been designed 
as high-priced sect1ons. Oftentimes, through ingenious plan-
n1ng, seemingly undesirable areas oan be developed 1nto h1gh 
prestige areas, thereby creat1ng greater beauty throughout the 
ent1re.cemetery and consequently raising the esthetic quali-
t1es of the medium and low pr1ced lot seot1ons. 
The net income ot a cemetery 1s seldom commensurate '-lith 
the expense of development dur1ng the ea.rly years of opera-
tion. The volume of sales increases and the lot prices rise 
to nearly peak levels after the initial development period. 
The bus1ness oycle ot the new cemetery can be dlv1ded into 
three phases: the ln1 tia.l phs.se, optlmum period of efficiency 
end profity, and the endowment phase. l Dur1ng the init1al 
per10d grave spaoes are sold et moderate rates to stlmulate 
buying and to establ1sh a reputat10n for subsequent publio 
recogn1t1on. The expenses tor promotion and development are 
IJu11uB Flnkel. Appra1s1ng a cemetery. Part II. The 
Appraisal Journal. 19, no. 4: 472-478. 1951. 
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most pronounoed during this period; furthermore the endowment 
fund prooeeds are insuffioient at this stage to materially 
I' 
ease the burden of·maintenanoe care. The length of this un-
profitable interval depends upon the size ot the proJeot. 
The next two-fourths of the cemetery's aotive life refleots 
the opt1mum per10d ot financ1al return. Considerable parts 
of the cemetery proJeot have been developed and the esthetic 
features have been established. The endowment per10d is a 
period of administration and ma1ntenance; no longer is there 
a need tor lot selling oampaigns and subtle, effeotive adver-
t1sing- The endowment fund hns increased suffioiently to 
assure an adequate yield for current and perpetual care. 
Preservation of Exist1ng Beauty 
The type of beauty to be created or preserved is a deoi-
sion that must be made before the soheme of the cemetery can 
be deoided upon. Any landscape project that deserves an 1n-
vestment for landsoape development also deserves speoial oon-
s1derat1on DS to its 1nd1v1duality, as a completely d1fterent 
landscape. Successful landscape develOpment should first ot 
all be functional, both in use and contoural factors, and its 
piotorial quality planned to enhance these features. 
Hubbard and Kimball 1n the1r book IIAn Introduction to 
the Study or Landscape Design II, while discussing the subject 
ot land Bubd1v1sion for housing proJeots hc.ve made the fol-
lowing statement in regard to preserving or cree.ting beauty: 
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If there exists considerable natural beauty of 
pleasant hills1de and great trees, and if the lots 
may be made large enough so that the natural sur:fnce 
of the ground may be to a great extent preserved, 
then there may be ohosen a development of w1nd1ng 
roads, of informal planting, of lots so arranged thnt 
the lot units and the landscape units COincide as 
tar BS may be possible, and the house locBtions may 
be so taken as to do the minimum of damage to the 
natural landscape. It this kind of beauty does not 
naturally exist, it may nevertheless be chosen as 
a type to be approximated in the new development 
•••• If however, ••• no broad naturalistic effect 
is possible, then the beauty of harmonious but 
diversi:f1ed houses, of tree-shaded streets, with 
pleasant curves or with pleasantly broken stra1ghts, 
a beauty consisting largely in a general air of 
decenoy and well being. Th1s must be provided for 
1n the deSign, but can be maintained only by proper-
ly enforced restrictions and partioularly by a 
proper oommunity self-respeot among the lot owners. l 
These comments are as applicable to the oemetery as to lend 
subdivision and in great part guide the oemetery developers 
and the designers 1n arriving at the proper deoision 1n re-
spect to the oharaoter to be developed in the oemetery. 
The Cemetery an Integral Part ot City Planning 
! 
Like all other physical elements at the City, the cemetery 
must be provided tor and given consideration as to location and 
size so that the proposed location does not 1nterfere with or, 
better still, is one whioh aids a good and log1cal development 
of the city-
For the purposes of this thes1s it vlill be assumed thet 
IHenry Vinoent Hubbard and Theoclora Kimball. An intro-
duction to the study of landscape design. New York, N.Y., 
The Mac}.Ullan Co. 1924. p. 2?? . 
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the requlred studles relatlve to the necessity of establlsh-· 
Ing a new oemetery have been carrled. out and anSl-lerS obtained 
, 
to the tollot/lng questions pertalnlng to cemetery requlre-
ments: 
1. How many burials will there be during the next "x" 
years? 
2. How many burials can be taken oare of in existlng 
oemeterles? 
3. How much new oemetery lend will be requlred? 
The allQcatlon of areas for oemeterles must be considered 
an integral and funotlonal part of general city plannlng. 
Cemeteries cannot be·considered apart from the uses of land 
for streets and transportatlon, for housing, for the probable 
growth and movement of populatlon, the locatlon of industrial 
and commerolal establishments, the loc ation of publlc lnstl tu .... 
tions and the locatlon of parks and parkways. 
In'urban land use statistloal summarles, cemeteries ere 
rarely llsted separately. They are normally lncluded under 
"semi-public open spaces". The slgnificp...oce of this grouping 
Is that the oemetery serves as an open space and is therefore, 
a benefit to the oity. Since it is our expressed hope to have 
our oemeteries resemble parks it is only logical that they 
should form an integral part of the park system 1n location 
and distribution. 
Our memorial parks have many of the attrlbutes of a pub-
lic park, and from some points of view they perform Bome of 
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the functions ot a park. They e.dmit sunlight nnd sir, pro-
vid~ places for people to walk about and rest) and furn1sh 
many pleasant landscape features 1n the form of lawns, flowers, 
shrubs, trees and vistas. SOIDe of the publl0 cemeteries 
throughout the country, 1n po1nt of landsoape bee.uty, rlval 
the most beautlful of landsoaped public perks. 
/ ~{ In communlties where cemeteries are located on the pe-
rlphery of the urban development, the cemetery can be an asset 
1n civic deslgn and become a type ot land use 1n the greenbelt 
conoept ot city plannlng- In order for the greenbelt theory 
to function the area allot'ted to the greenbelt must be held 
under public or semi-public control, in land uses such as 
cemeteries, golf courses or pp.krs whioh can become relatIvely 
permanent lend uses. 
In determinlng the location of the new cemetery a thor-
ough study of the transporta.tion sltuation of the oommun1ty is 
necessarily involved. The cemetery should be located so as 
not to interfere with the opening of future streets and not to 
obstruct the location of arterial routes. If it is absolutely 
neoessary to locate a proposed throughfare through the ceme-
tery, a llberal,llm1ted aocess right-ot-way should be re-
served for the eventual traffic artery. To minimize interfer-
ence w1th unforeseen addltions to the throughf8re network, the 
oemetery should be rectangular in shape rather than square. 
I! the long axls of the reotangle 1s placed parallel to radi-
ating ~1rter1als, the poss1bility of eventuB.l interference wlll 
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be lessened. If the cemetery 1s large, 1t 1s well to ded1-
cate right-ot-ways, for streets in accordance w1th the proposed 
major stree t plan, even though they may never be used. Ample 
reservation for future street widen1ng should be made along 
all boundaries. In reserving areas for future streets or tor 
the future widen1ng of streets, widths considerably in exoess 
ot those used at the time the cemetery 1s estab11shed should 
be prov1ded. 
The distanoe the cemetery 10 trom the people to be served 
is more 01' leso a relat1ve matter. Appro:x1ma.tely 40 yee.l'S ago 
it waS thought that aooess by publ1c transportat1on was neces-
sary.l This meant at least street car aooess for the urban 
oemetery; however, with the advent of the automob1le th1s is 
no longer true. The oemetery should have aocess by way of 
prinoipal thoroughferes, although the cemetery need not be 
adJaoent to the major street. 
, 
A ceme'Gery 20 miles from a oi ty ~11 th access by way of 
parKl-1ays or treeways llould be as accessible as another property 
10 miles trom the c1ty but reached only by an ordinary traffic 
route. Due regard should, therefore, be given to the quest10n 
of existing transportation facilit1es or to the possibility 
of seour1ng high-speed aocess 1n the immediate future before 
the locat1on of the oemetery 1s determ1ned. 
lAmer1can SOCiety of Planning Offioials. 
the c1 ty plan. Informa.tloll report. No. 16. 
the SOCiety. 1950. p. 16. 
Cemeteries 1n 
Chicago, Ill., 
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Thedlreot10n 1n wh10h the oity is grow1ng most certainly 
has a d~reot relat10nship to the location of the cemetery. 
\ 
The land use plan 01' the oity frequently oontrols the1r plnce-
ment. Commercial or industr1a1 zones are very poor looet1ons 
beoause dust and gases 1n these areas may have n detr1mental 
efreet on the vegetat10n 1n the cemetery I plus the fnct the.t 
the emotional attitude of the pub11c is adverse to their plaoe-
ment in these zones. Residential or rural arens are the most 
suitable locations tor the cemetery. 
The etfect of cemeteries on adJacent property ve.1ues hA~ 
never been determined; ho,rever, if the cemetery is developed 
1n the memorial park style and provided with the proper safe-
guards of screen1ng and land use 1t is logioa1 to aesume that 
they would have the same etfeot, that of raising property 
values, as do parks and other public open spa.ces. 
Physical Elements of tho Cemetery 
The physical elements to be accommod.ated in a cemetery 
vary with respect to the size and type of development oon-
templnted. The fo1low1ng list includes all of these various 
elements assoointed with the most elaborate cemetery. The 
ind1vldual aspects of these elements p.~d the f~otor9 nasa-
cla.ted li1 th them t'1111 be discussed 1n detnll 1n the follo~]lng 
8ect~on ",hlch gives consideration to: the ai te end its physi-
cal character--the topographio survey--the entrnnce--oirculn-
t1on--grading-- subdl vision of the oemetery--'t'09ter snpply :md 
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drainage--oemetery structures--monuments and memorial sculp-
ture and landsoape planting. Let us proceed to consider the 
, 
methods of arranging these elements in the design of ceme-
terles. 
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ELEMENTS INVOLVED IN DESIGN AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP 
TO THE COMPOSITION OF THE CEMETERY PLAN 
Careful consideration should be given to landscape design 
beoauBe it constitutes an 1mportant part of oemetery planning. 
It 1s ev1dent that in determin1ng the design ot the cemete~y 
all the general oonsiderat1ons previously mentioned must be 
taken into account. Design is an arranging of the elements 
of whioh anything is composed, to serve a funotional use and 
g1ve pleasurable reactions. The best design will not be pro-
duoed until the most effective compromise has been reaohed 
between the oonflioting feotors of beauty. efficienoy and. 
finanoial return. 
The oons1derations whioh are inherent 1n these elements 
of des1gn are olosely al11ed with the oonsiderations govern-
ing the aotual prooess of des1gn. It theretore becomes advis-
able to d1souss these elements together in respect to the 
esthetio effect they will produoe and the1r functional use in 
the design. None of these elements can be thought of as a 
separate entity; they s.re all interrelated and dependent upon 
eaoh other. It 1s therefore believed that the best way to 
present this aspeot 01' oemetery des1gn and thereby give some 
Indioation of their relative importanoe 1n the design prooess 
is to begin the disoussion wIth the undeveloped traot of land 
and gradually proceed toward the point where all of the ele-
ments are assembled in a oomposit1on referred to as the ceme-
tery plan. 
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The Slte and its Physical Charaoter 
The boundaries 
The shape of the tract and its topographical features are 
controlllng influences ln the eventual deslgn and character of 
the cemetery. From the city planners' polnt of view the rec-
tangular shaped property is preferable to the s~uare property. 
This same conviction 1s held by the landscape architect, but 
for quite a different reason. To the designer a rectangular 
or an irregularly shaped piece of property offers more oppor-
tun1ty for an interesting, individual design than does a square 
or nearly square tract of land. ThiS, however, does not meen 
that a successful and interesting deSign cannot be evolved 
within a square shape. The landscape architeot's ability and 
1ngenuity must exert themselves 1n either case if the most 
sat1sfactory solution obtainable is desired. 
Care should be exercised to secure the whole of &ly 
topograph1cal teature. If there 1s e. lake, stream, or hill, 
the entire area in which the feature occurs should be secured 
and not merely a part ot it. At the same time special con-
siderat10n should be given to the fixing of the boundaries. 
It the property selected is wlthin an area already platted, 
the boundarles should extend to the streets; 1t in the vic1n-
1ty of a roadway, entlrely to the road and lf along a river 
or lake, the ent1re bank of the water course should be 
secured. 
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Topographl 
Whenever the oontour ot the site suggests an opportunity 
for developlng lakes or taklng advantage ot exlsting lakes and 
streams, they should be oapltalized upon sinoe nothlng edds 
more interest to landscape beauty than does water. In oon-
templating the development of lakes and other water features, 
care must be exerolsed to make certain that the water supply 
-wlll be suffioient and that the subsoil is sultable for the 
retention of water in the proposed lake. 
The contoural formation of the area should have oareful 
atten tion. A gently rolling' tract lends 1 tself more readily 
to the best landscape effects and to a more artlstic expres-
sion in the naturalistic style th~Jl does a tlat pl.ece of 
ground. However, the term natureJ.istic style must be conSid-
ered as relative and be translated into the natural landscape 
ot the area ln which the oemetery 1s located. Honesty of 
expresslon must guide the deslgner; rolllng hills would be as 
1ncongruent in the desert country as a perfeotly level plane 
would be in the mountainous areas. Where flat landscapes are 
typloal 1t is the landscape arohitect's problem to produce a 
design wh10h emphaslzes the particular beauty ot thls type of 
landscape. 
Gently roll1ng land, however, ls preferable and should be 
obta1ned whenever possible. Flat land ls undes1rable both on 
account of poor dralnage and poor landscape effects. There 
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1s a ssmeness about flat land wh1ch oannot be tully overcome 
by landsoape planting. whereas the. gently ourved drives ~ind­
ing around the elevated seotions on a hilly site add interest 
and enhanoe the pictorial qual1ty at the oemetery. 
In more rugged terrain gentle hills and valleys may be 
developed artifioially in semblance ot the natural forms, but 
unless handled with detailed care and knowledge of ground 
torms the deoeption will be app~rent and not worth the expense 
involved • 
. Hilly and rugged locations Bre not as objectionable today 
as they were at one time. The inorease in cremation and the 
subsequent burial at cremat10n remEl-ins be.s reduoed the re-
quired size at the grave spa.oes. and consequently the neces-
sity tor comparat1vely large areas ot relatively even-sloped 
land. Seot1on w1dths may also refleot this new trend and be 
extended beyond the present width ot 300 teet, thus reducing 
the number of roads. 
The expense of roads and grad1ng may be more on a hilly 
area than on a flat area but the saVing in the initial oost 
ot the land and the advantege ot a strategio locat1on may 
more than compensate for the added cost of development and 
maintenanoe. Nevertheless, the inconven1ence and exoessive 
coat of maintenance on very hilly ground is a serious problem 
and should be avo1ded as tsr as possible. 
i~ough the years the public hes oome to develop a 
preference for cemeteries built on the higher elevations. 
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It Is. therefore, preferable to have the mS.jority of the area 
hlgher than the logical entrance polnt. In all oases 01' slop-
lng ground, preferenoe should be glven to the sunny slopes, 
where the ground wll1 be more free from snow and frost in 
winter than on the north slopes. 
8011 
The soll should be one that is suitable tor the growth 
of trees, shrubs and other plants as well as lawn grasses. 
The best type of topsoil Is a sandy loam rather than a heavy 
clay or gravel. Suoh a so11 is easl1y handled in grave dig-
ging. A sandy loam so11 practically drains itself and lt Is 
fertlle enough for the establishment of a fine turf. A good 
lawn ls essentIal to the landscape plantIng of the cemetery 
and all neoeosary measures should be taken to develop a top-
so11 oapable of produolng a flne grass cOVer. 
The subsoil Is quite as important as the tops011 beoause 
of the ease in exoav8.tlng and drainage. Salls with 11 stony 
stratum near the surface obviously are undesirable beoause of 
the difflculty involved 1n grave digging. The subsoil should 
be sufficiently solld to prevent cB.vlng but not so hard as to 
be expensive to handle or so impervious as to retain excessive 
amounts of water. Good drainage to a depth of 6 to ? teet is 
very des1rable although the lack of it cnn be correoted with-
out prohibitive costs. 
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Native vegetation 
The desirab1l1ty or undesirability of considerable native 
vegetat10n upon the land selected for the oemetery is a rela-
t1ve one. Undoubtedly, a more perfect landscape result oan 
be achieved in the end 1f there is no native growth to inter-
fere with roads, grad1ng, and planting composition. However, 
it requires years for new planting to mature to the point of 
produoing sign1f1oant landscape etfects end tor th1s reason a 
reasonable amount ot nat1ve timber 1s desirable. Several 
groups or specimens at well developed trees will do a greet 
deal to give a setting and finish to the new plantings Bnd to 
form a background for Vistas and a foreground to distant views. 
Topographics.l Survey 
A detailed aocurate reoord in the form of a topographic 
survey ot the site selected 1s absolutely essential to the 
des1gner. Upon the acouracy ot th1s plat depends the accurRcy 
of the resul t1ng plan prep a.red by the land soape archi tee t. 
Required data 
The 1nformation thst should be reoorded on the topo-
graphical map should include an aocurate boundary survey, 
giVing the legal description ot the property, lengths of 
all Sides, the angles and descript10n of any ourves. The 
conformation of the ground should be shown by oontours accu-
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rntely platted from a sufficient number ot elevations, with 
therldge and valley lines indicated. Contour intervals of 
6 feet are usually suffioient in cemetery work, although a 
smaller 1nterval may be used on more level ground. The loca-
t1on, condit1on, name and size ot all nat1ve trees should be 
recorded, except in cases where the land is well wooded and 
the loss of trees 1n any particular location would not be of 
any lmportance. In these ceaee the tree masses may be out-
l1ned, but le..rge trees, which are ot particular value, should 
always be noted end locs.ted. Groups ot ne.tive shrubbery or 
plants typlcal ot the various port1ons of the area, soll 
cond1 tiona, rock outcrops and the location and. elevation or 
spr1ngs, streams and lakea ere all necessary information.1 
Method of surveying 
The method most frequently used 1n preparing the topo-
graph10al survey is the one knolJn BS cross-sectioning. While 
the stadia method 1s muoh easier and qu1oker, it 1s subJect 
to a greater degree ot inacouracies and no definite points from 
which to take further notes are lett on the ground. However, 
it the oemetery 1s to be laid out by professional people 
rather than unskilled cemetery labor the necessity for these 
permanent ground markers is much less. If the survey is run 
lSld J. Hare end Herbert S. Hare. Planning and design. 
In Cemetery Handbook. Chicago, Ill., Allied Arts Publish-
ing Co. Lca. 1921"). p. 16. 
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carefully the stadia method can produce aa accurate a topo-
graphical map as the cross-section method. 
In the oross-seotion method the land is divided into 
squares parallel and at right angles to one property line 
w1th stakes set at even distances each way. The usual size 
at these squares is 100 teet. Elevat10ns can then be taken 
with a level at these paints, at the r1dge and valley lines 
and at any other breaks 1n the grade between the stakes. 
Chances for inaccuracy are obviously very small and the work 
1s eas11y checked. It 1s des1rable to have at least every 
th1rd or fourth stake rul 1ron rod set ln concrete, eo that 
the location cannot be lost. Pract1cally the entire future 
development of the cemetery can be oRsed upon the orig1nal 
stat1ons. Trees, rock and other features can be read1ly 
located from these stations and when the roads and lots are 
platted they can be related to these points. 
Scale 
The scale or the topograph1cal plat will depend upon 
the extent of the grounds. and may vary from 20 to 100 feet 
to the lnch. Forty feet to the lnch is a oonvenient soe~e 
for cemeter1es of medium slze--40 to 60 aores. l 
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81 te v1s1tat1on 
The assured aocuracy ot the topographical survey and the 
resulting plat does not exclude the neoessity for the landscape 
arch1teot to personally v1sit the site. Many mental notes of 
oond1 tiona and Op\1ortun1 t1e s t wh10h would be diftlcul t to 
record on the plat, but which a.re, nevertheless, of extreme 
value in designing 1'1'-11 be noted by the landsospe Elrohltect 
1n his personal visits to thes1te. The opportunit1es for 
views and vistas, e1 ther distant or "11 thin the grounds, whioh 
should be preserved or opened as lIell as those which should 
be screened, cs.nnot be evaluated by any other mea.ns than by 
aotual study on the s1te. 
The Entranoe 
Today's traff1c presents a major cemetery problem which 
1 s certain to beoome more aoute in the tuture. The planning 
of an entranoe must aoknowledge this problem and provide an 
adequB.te solut1on to it. For purely psychological reasons 
the entrance should be located so thBt the greater portion 
of the cemetery will be above it. Whenever pOSSible the road 
Should lead up and 1nto the cemetery rather than down and 
into 1 t - Elevat10n is a oompnratlve Irte.tter and by lO"ler1ng 
the poInt of entrance the rest ot the ground seems, 1n etfect, 
to be hIgher-
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Location 
In selecting the entranoe slte oonsideration must be given 
to public transportation facil1ties, should auch conveniences 
be present end also to the aocess1bility to the pub11c h1gh-
way. It should therefore be locD.ted at the point most conve-
nient to most ot the tratficj on the nide toward the oity or 
the main highway. In the p sst it Has considered desirable 
to have street cer lines service the oemetery entrance but 
th1s oonsideration 18 of no major conoern today. 
'!'he point of entrance must be determined first B.nd hes 
an important .bearing on the design end alignment of the major 
road system. Future possible entrences should be oonsidered 
as they will govern certain details in the entire road system; 
however, the number ot entrances should be lim1 ted to ss few 
as possible--preferElbly to one. The control of tr~fflc will 
be greatly simplified if all incoming Bnd outgoing traffic 
must pass through the same entrance. 
The distance the gate should be off of the hlghwey is a 
question ot safety and practicability. The type of develop-
ment. the terrain and the esthetic effects desired also have 
a relat10nship to the distance the entrence should be set 
back. Results ot the questionnaire showed th~t superintendents 
oonsidered a range of from 10 to 100 feet ~dequate.l Since 
lSee Entrance set-baCK, Figure 18, Appendix B. p. 171. 
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the location of the entranoe 1s a question ot design, arbi-
trary distances cannot be established. The most praotioal 
\ 
thing that can be done is to locnte the entrance in relat10n 
to the over-all design of the oemetery. keeping 1n mind the 
function 1t must serve and thereby sat1stying the need of 
acoess to the elements both w1thin and outside of the cemetery. 
Approaoh 
No teature ot the cemetery w1ll attract as much attention 
a8 the entrance. Th1s taot should be reoognized and ever,y 
opportun1ty to create a tavorable first impression should be 
developed. The component elements ot the main entranoe are 
roadway, paths, aroh1 tecture and pl8.ntlng, allot wh1ch 1n 
varying oombinations allow cons1dert:'ble ramifications ot 
design. 
BaSicallY the entrance, the gate and the srohlteotural 
teatures should be located tar enough back from the h1ghway 
to allow tor an open, spacious treatment and a wide, ourved 
approach. In all 1nstances, the entranoe should be BO devel-
oped as to afford adequate v1sibility in both direotions. The 
wid th ot 1 t is dependent upon the tyPe or treetment and the 
effeot des1red, both must be kept 1n scale w1th the rest of 
the development. 
The entrance road may be w1de or narrow, or it may be 
div1ded into two parallel ways, however, under no cond1tions 
should 1t be leas than two lanes in w1dth. The road for the 
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maln entrance may come.lnto the cemetery stralght or at right 
angles to the highway upon which the oemetery abuts, or it 
I' 
may oome 1n at an acute angle, but the angle must not be BO 
acute as to interfere with tr~~fio or to spoil the desired 
landscape errect. l 
AocelerRtion ,and deoeler,atlon lanee 
The entrance and acoess road must be 80 designed to 
aooommodate the great amount of traffio, travellng at faster 
speeds on, our highways. The des1rabil1 ty or neeessi ty for 
acoeleration and deoelerat1on lanes at the entranoe is en 
ind1vidual problem. It can only be resolved e.tter s, study 
of ex1st1ng and future oondltlons at the cemetery entranoe 
have been explored. The deslgn speed of the abutting high-
way, the number of funerals and other vehicular traffic enter-
ing the grounds daily and the length of the maln approach 
road all have an influence on the flow of traffio about the 
entranoe-
Cemeteries adjacent to high-speed freeways or henvily 
traveled highways could drastically reduce the traffic hazard 
by the use ot a.coeleration and decelerat10n lrules. The ques-
tionnaire showed 78 per cent of thone express1ng an opinion, 
to the question on the desirability of such traff10 lanes AS 
favoring them and oons1dering them necessary-. Only 23 per 
lSee F1gure 6, p. 54. 
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oent of those answering the question telt suoh lanes were 
unnecessary.l As has been mentioned betore, the location ot 
I ' 
the cemetery has a great influence on the neoessity or desir-
ability ot acceleration and deoeleration lanes. This is 
affirmed in the answers to the questionnaire; those con-
sider1ng them unneoessary were not faced w1th traftic problems 
on high-speed highways-
The length ot acceleration and deceleration lanes 1s 
dependent upon the design speed ot the highway and the design 
speed ot the entrance turns. 2 
pedestrian circulation 
Not only should vehioular traftic be considered in the 
desIgn ot the entranoe but also pedestrian trattlomust be pro-
v1ded tor 1n the development. A single walk or, tor that mat-
ter, more than one may parallel the road, or in cases where a 
more convenient walk may be provided elsewhere, the walk along 
the main road may be eliminated. 
Architeoture of the entrance 
While vehicular and pedestrian traftic controls ere major 
considerations in the functional design ot an entrance, the 
architeotural features to a great extent set the scale and 
ISee Des1rability ot aooeleration and deceleration lanes, 
F1gure 18, .Appendix B. p. 171. 
2see Figure 6, p. 56. 
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style ot the entrance. The arohiteotu~e of the ent~ance may 
consist ot gates, piers and some or the buildings normally 
" 
required in a cemetery such as oftice and administration quar-
ters. Whether these buildings are placed immediately inside 
the entrance, made a part of the entrance structutte, or plaoed 
well within the p~operty is a deoision to be made by the de-
signer. In oases where they are v1sible or a part ot the 
entranoe, all entrance structures should be harmonious, con-
sistent and appropriate in Roale, style, ornament and general 
workmanship so as to produoe a unified oompos1tion. Whatever 
the treatment chosen, it is better to have it too massive 
than too small in effeot. 
The placement of build1ngs in conJunot1on with the en-
trance also creates a problem of perking. The parking spaoes 
should be provided as conveniently to the buildings served as 
possible. Whenever it 1s desirable to have the administra-
t10n bu1lding a part or close to the entranoe, the psrking 
problem must be handled 1n such a manner so as not to 1nter-
fere with the flow ~f traff1c through the entrance. 
Entranoe planting 
As muCh oare should be g1ven to the choioe and locat1on 
of olant materials used at the entrance as to the aroh1teo-
... 
tural treatment. Nothing detracts from a d1gnified and invit-
1ng entrance more than a cluttered and inharmonious oollection 
ot plants. 
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Minor entrances 
In large, extensive grounds the desirabil1ty ot more than 
one entranoe often beoomes a neoessity. MInor entranoes to 
large cemeteries may serve as exits or as convenIent entrances 
to po1nts of Interest. NeVertheless, they should be developed 
so as not to compete with the main entrance in importanoe. 
They can be suooesstully treated in a naturalist10 style, 
w1th some arohiteotural etfects 1n the form of pillars or 
gateways and not invite unneoessary use. 
C1rculation 
One of the f~t cons1derat10ns 1n designIng a cemetery 
is c1rculat1on. Lots would be ot l1ttle or no value wIthout 
ready aocess. C1rculat1on, naturally, falls 1nto major 
arter1es whioh carry the bulk of the traff1c and minor roads 
which provide access to the remalnder ot the ground. 
Esthet1c effects 
D1fferent types of road systems will produce oharacter-
lstically d1fferent esthetI0 effects, whIch must be considered 
in relat10n to the deSired oharaoter ot the cemetery. A curvi-
linear system fits end expresses var1ations of topography 
wh1le "a gr1d1ron system results 1n regularIty whioh may be-
come monotonous. 
Some of the effects a cemetery may have w1ll be due to 
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the views axially along the roads. Distinot esthetio advan-
tages will, in all probability, be gained from 8 curvilinear 
II 
road system whioh provides straight streets of reasonable 
length giving good axial views of interesting obJeots, suoh 
as chapels and monuments. Major interruptions of roed con-
tinuity 10 this way will be a burden upon traffio, but some-
tlmes an irregular topography may be developed to great advan-
tage with a road system of short straight roads. fitting the 
topography practically as well as a curved system. 
Long sweeping curves are preferable from both the prac-
tical and the esthetio point of view. Sharp ourves and 
espeoially sharp reverse curves are hazardOUs to smooth 
traffic flow. Ourves appear sharper on the ground than 1n 
plan. The appearanoe and the psyohological impression should 
always determine the degree of ourvature rather than the engi-
neering exactness of the ourve. 
On level land, curving roads are more interesting and 
more beaut1ful than straight ones. However, if conditions 
force or strongly suggest the use of a straight road, there 
is no rule ot good taste that should prevent its use. If 
there are no obstacles in the path of the roed it should be 
allowed to run straight or only slightly curved. NeVertheless, 
1t this rule were followed through a cemetery, monotony would 
almost oertainly tollow. It 1s often, therefore, des1rable 
to oreate obstacles suoh as planting or arohiteotural features 
whioh diotate and Justify a curve in the road. 
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Adjustment to topographY 
Where the roads are laid out on h1lls the roads should 
be des1gned so as to have the least possible gradient Bnd at 
the same time the least possible cut and f1ll. Necessary cuts 
and fills should simulate the natural surface wherever pos-
sible. Where there is cons1derable natural beauty in the form 
ot hills, valleys and trees, and part1cularly where the hills 
are small and irregular, a system of curv1ng roads taking 
advantage ot the topography will be more appropriate and more 
pleaslng and certalnly much cheaper than a gr1d1ron system. 
In areas where the slopes are large and slmple and the 
natural slope 1s not greater than the des1rable maximum eradl-
ent of the road, the road system may be laid out w1th one set 
of roads parallel to the contours and the other Et right 
angles to them. In any CBse the roads should lle as nearly 
as possible upon the natural surtace. Roads carefully adJust-
ed to the topography result 1n great saving 1n the cost of 
grad1ng and if carefully designed 1n both plan and profile 
will produce the most pleas1ng results. l It is useless to 
design a beautiful curve in plan if the profile of it when 
adJusted to the ground will be 1nappropriate or ugly in 
appearance. 
Where roads run along a h1llside it should be remembered 
ISee F1gure 7, p. 62. 
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83 
that 1t 1s oommonly cons1dered a disadvantage to go down into 
a lot trom the road- ~ne road should, therefore, be kept 
back trom the brow of the hillside. 
Alignment 
In a general way the road system should develop into a 
series ot loops, making easy returns to the entrance, and tor 
this reason all possible future entranoe pOints should be 
oonsidered in its design. 1~e Junction ot the interior road 
system with the entrance drive 1s a matter ot design. The 
distance the entranoe drive should extend into the cemetery 
before it branohes into other roads is dependent upon the tyPe 
ot development. l The main oonsideration in this respect 1s 
that it must not divide before 1t has passed the admin1stra-
tion bu1ld1ng. 
Providing burial space 1s the primary purpose ot cemetery 
development and the road system provides the aocess to these 
grave sites. This however Sllould not be the only conSidera-
tion in des1gning a road system. The use of the cemetery area 
tor other uses such as passive and active reoreation areas 
after lts function as a burial ground ls oompleted should be 
consldered and the major road system designed and constructed 
in such a manner that 1t will serve both functions without 
lSee Length of main drive before branching, Figure 18, 
Append1x B, p. 171. 
undue expense of redesign-
Surfacing material 
Road surfacing materials vary with the p8.l't at the 
country 1n which the cemetery is located. The desirabilIty 
of quiet colors 1n ro~d mr.terlals is as 1mportant 1n the 
cemetery D.S in the park. Asphalt and bound maoadam are, 
therefore_ preferable to ooncrete whioh is too severe, cold 
and glar1ng. 
Ma,lor roads 
The major or arterial road system 1s the framework of 
the cemetery circLuation system, and the design and the 
plott1ng at it should be prior to that of the minor roads. 
The location of such important architectural features as the 
crematory, receiving vault, chapel and cemetery sculpture have 
an influence on the locat1on of the roads in the system. The 
arterial roads should be laid out so that the ohief points of 
interest and the most noteworthy features in the cemetery may 
be reached by the most dIrect route. Natural features such 
as streams, lakes and views will dictate the major road pat-
tern to a certain extent because these will beoome features 
and should therefore be given easy access. However, the aroh1-
tectural features do not impose the same restrictions, since 
the1r looation and the ro~d alIgnment may be adjusted so as to 
compliment each other. 
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The arterial road system should be designed for the ent1re 
property even though not all of it will be developed at the 
same time. It the major road system is to function efficiently 
it must be conoe1ved of as a unifying element; therefore, the 
problem ot future expansion must be given adequate considera-
tion 1n the init1al development stud1es. 
The importanoe of apparent elevation 1n the oemetery has 
been discussed before. The placement of the major roads 1n 
the low port1ons, wherever practice.l, 113 adv8.ntageous 1n 
creating th1s illusion of elevation. This same pr1nciple 
should also be followed with the minor roads but 1 t 1s not as 
1mportant on these; the comprehens1ve impress10n of the ceme-
tery is secured on the arter1al roads. 
Road 'lr:ldths. The \'lldth of major roads, of neceSSity, 
will be greater than other roads because of their increased 
traff1c load. The immediate traffio loed~ however, is not the 
only cons1deration, further \videning '\'rill also have to be con-
sidered in determ1ning the right-or-way to be set aside. As 
long as the cemetery 1s function1ng as a bur1al ground the 
original road w1dths, in all probab1l1ty, w1ll be suffiCient, 
but 1n the future as the oemetery takes on other functions 
these roads may prove 1nadequate and addit10nal lanes w1ll be 
necessary- ProVision must be mede for such add1t1ons 1n the 
original plan and before any grave spaces along the road are 
sold. 
Data secured from the questionna1re 1ndioates that ma30r 
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roads w1de enough to allow tor three lanes 01' traffic or 30 
teet ~s sufficient for cemetery purposes.1 Three traffic lanes 
e.llow for pa.rallel parking on one slde and two lanes tor mov-
ing traffio. Besides the paved surfaoe the right-at-waY' must 
include space for storm sewers, water mains and planting. 
Present planning allows for a uniform planting and uti11ty 
strip at 3 to 6 teet along each side of the road. The width 
of these str1ps must be sufficient to aooommodate the sewer 
and water mains; however, a uniform strip along the entire road 
seems to be unnecessary. The planting that will be done in 
these plant1ng areas muot be related to the over-all planting 
composition. Therefore, a planting strip at various widths, 
broader where necessary to accommodate plant1ng and only of 
suffic1ent width in other areas to place the servioe lines 
should be provided. Suoh an arrangement 1s ldeal 1n cemeteries 
where no above-ground tombs -tones are perm1 tted. In monument 
oemeter1es this irregular planting strip may present a problem 
because of the monument alignment. 
Curbs and gutters. Major roads, except entrAnce roads, 
are frequently bu11t without curb and gutter installations. 
There are two reasons for this policy, eXpense end the concep-
tion that the roed should be kept as inconspicuous as possible. 
Curbs and gutters naturally will raise the expense involved 
in the construction of the oaJor road system but this expense 
lSee Wldth ot roed, Figure 18, Append1x B, p. 171. 
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can be distributed 1n the prices obtainable for the lots along 
the road and 1n the reductlon ot the cost of llDln repa.ir along 
the roads resulting from perking cero on the road shoulder. 
Curbs tllll I'estrlct the width ot the traffic lanes to the 
original deslgnand will assist in maintalning a neat road 
alignment. 
The theory that roads should be inoonspicuous in the land-
scape must be reappraised 1n l1ght of oontemporary living 
habits. The automobile and 1ts acoompanying serv1ce require-
men ts ,must be treated as one of the founde.tions of our soci-
ety, and therefore; plenned for 1n our landsoa,pe oompositions. 
The necessary roads and parking areas required by our travel-
ingpopulatlon,becomes an important and oftentimes a oontrol-
ling element in landscape archi teotura,l problems, and. one of 
the lmportrult cons1derations 1n cemetery planning. 
Tho def1ning of the major roads by the use of curbs and 
gutters, therefore, beoomes an element in the design of the 
cemetery landsoape. Somet1mes it is desirable to eliminate 
the l1nes oreated by the roads 1n order to create large sweep-
ing lawn a.rea.s. By lowering the ro ad surtace and proper grad-
ing this effect can be aohieved end should be employed whcn-
everdea1rable. 
14:1nor roads 
The location of the m1nor roads is equally as 1mportant 
as the looation of the major roads since they provide access 
S8 
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to the individual grave sections. The plann1ng of the m1nor 
road-system should be approached w1thout any pred1lection 1n 
favor of any particular road pattern. The designer should 
seek the road system which is most appropriate tor the con-
tours, one 1-lhlch will most advantageously subd1v1de the cem-
etery and will gl ve the best shaped sections. Another con-
Sideration which makes the location ot minor roads en economic 
factor is drainage. A road which follows the line of natural 
drainage presents marked advantages in the disposition of sur-
face water. 
D~stance between roads. Slnce the minor driveways pro-
vide access to the grave sites their location has a direct 
relaotionship to the size and shape of the sections. It is 
generally oonceded that the carrying distance of the casket 
should not exceed much over 150 feet on flat ground and not 
over 76 to 100 teet on hillsides. Th1s 'Would indicate that 
the distance between minor roads shOUld be approximately 300 
feet. Mechanical casket oarrying dev1ces are becom1ng rrore 
frequent and this distance of 150 feet may very well be of 
11 ttle importance in the future lmd the distance between roads 
of less importance. 
The walking distance for people Visiting graves will bear 
a relation to the w1dth of the sections, l>lhich in turn Hill 
be dependent upon the topogra.phy of the sections. If the 
grad1ent 1s in exoess of 15 per cent. the maximum without 
introducing steps, the d1stance to the center of the section 
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should be les s on the h1lly s1 te than on the flatter areas. 
-Road widths. The right-of-way tor minor roads will be 
less than on the major system. Less traffio must be acoom-
modated and its speed will normally be slower. The area re-
quired for storm sewers, water malns and gutters will remain 
oonstant and the planting strip is usually a constant 3 to 5 
feet throughout the cemetery. 
The questionnaire results show that a road width of two 
lanes or 20 feet is suffic1ent for minor roads. Parking on 
the road w1ll reduce the traffio lanes tor moving traffio to 
one; however, this is not considered objectionable since the 
traffic load is lighter and the speed ot the vehioles 1s less 
than that exnected on the arterials • 
.. 
C.yrba and gutters. Curbs and gutters are desirable on 
arter1als but they are not necessary on secondary roads. A 
Bod or rubble stone gutter will serve the purpose. With such 
en arrangement there may be considerable lawn damage along 
the road in wet weather but the damage can be reduoed to a 
minimum by 1.noreaalng the traff10 lane w1dths l:'nd thus mini-
mizing the tendenoy to park at the side of the road. 
Road grades 
Road grades 1'i1 thin a cemetery may be higher than roe.d 
grades outside the cemetery because of the lower speeds- The 
maximum 11m1 t 1n the per cent of grE.de tolerable 1s dependent 
upon the topography and the climatic oonditions in the area. 
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In areas where severe winters are the general rule the maxi-
mum would be less than in areas where snow and ioe are less 
ot a problem. 
The maximum per cent of grade is therefore a lOCE',l ques-
tion whioh oannot be given a def1nite answer. The American 
Sooiety of CiVil Engineers has d.efined a maximum grade as that 
per cent ot grade whioh will min1mize hazardous traffic oondi-
tions due to the meohan1oal limitations ot the vehiole. The 
maximums they have established tor res1denti~l8treete will 
serve as a guide for the cemetery designor. .A. 7 per cent 
grade on major streets and a 10 per cent grr.de on minor 
streets are the limits set for (mte tre,fflc oovement. l In 
the cemetery the grades on minor roads is of 8econd~ry im-
portanoe when oompared wi th acoess to the grave 131 tee. Every 
attempt should be'made to seou~e grades of moderate steepness; 
however, a slav1sh conformity to a prodetermined grade may 
resul t in undesirable seotion sizes and shapes or in too many 
or not enough roads. 'I'he gra.dlent on minor roeds may be in 
excess of those desirable tor the major roads. Axial views 
of section monuments or features oan be plnnned on the minor 
roads to add interest and beauty to the arens inclosed by the 
major roads. In such cases a strict conformity to the pre-
lAmerican Society of Civil Engineers. 
City Plann1ng Division on Land Subd1vision 
manuals of engineering pr8ctlce. Ho. 16. 
the Society. 1939. p. 70. 
Committee of the 
l.fanual. A.S.C.E. 
Ne,', York, N.Y., 
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determined grade may be undesirable. 
-By way 01' contrast it is interesting to note the maximum 
per cent ot grade reported by the various oemetery superinten-
dents. The local topographic condit1ons found 1n the various 
cemeteries are responsible for the range of 3 to 15 per oent 
reported.l 
While maximum grades on roeds cannot be definitely estab-
lished. minimum grades, on the other hand," must not be less 
than a per cent ot grade which will provide adequate drainage. 
The minimum grade 01' 1/2 01' 1 per cent 1s usually required 
to adequately carry ott the surfaoe water. 
Road construction 
A good oemetery road has no speoial requirements differ-
ent from a park road. The mater1als and methods of construc-
t10n vary with the so11 and olimate. The type 01' roed built 
will be greatly influenced by the prevailing oonstruction 
praotices in the vioinity of the cemetery. Sound oonstruo-
tion should be inSisted upon beoause the oemetery cannot afford 
the necessary expense involved ln both the maintenanoe or the 
appearance 01' a poorly constructed road system. The major 
roads will, beoause 01' heavier traffic loads, be of a heavier 
and more durable construction than the minor roeds. It must 
laee Maximum per cent of ro Ed gra.de, Figure 18, Appendix 
B, p. 171. 
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always be remembered that the traffic load ot passenger cars 
and the trucks used by allied 1ndustr1es 1s heavier 1n the 
oemetery than generally supposed. 
Park1ng 
The opin10n ot those respond1ng to the quest10nnaire 
favor on-street parking through the oemetery. There 1s no 
serious obJect1on to this policy on major roads and it is 
certainly des1rable on minor roads. The cemeter.1 while still 
serving as a bur1al ground, also runctions BS a park tor pas-
sive recreat1on. The main road system it properly laid-out 
will lead people to points or 1nterest, suoh as magnif1cent 
views and 1mpress1ve memorials. The conven1ence of otr-street 
park1ng areas 1n such spots, most certainly oan be Justified; 
it not t the v1ew seems hardly worthy ot the importanoe given 
to ,1t by the road al1gnment and plaoement. These off-street 
parking areas need not neoessarily be developed in the initial 
development but the areas should be reserved and set aside 
tor future development. The convenience of parking areas 
close to adJo1n1ng lot seot10ns will also add to the des1r-
ability ot these sect10ns and will be reflected 1n the pr1ce 
obtainable for the grave spaoes. 
Walks and paths 
Just as the roads give acoess to the sections, the indi-
vidual lots must have ready means ot approach from the roads. 
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In old cemetery plans, paths were provided around all sldes 
of the lots; this obvlously wasunneoessary and wasteful 1n 
respeot to bur1al spaoe. Fitty per cent or more ot the land 
was oooupied by the pathways. Later; 1 t was realized ths.t 
there was no neoess1ty tor paths on all sides. There is a 
tendenoy today, part1cularly 1n memor1al parks t to teel the.t 
lt 1s not necessary that eaoh lot have aooess to a path or 
walk, and that one walk will serve three or tour tiers ot lots. 
Such arrangements have a great deal ot merit because paths 1n 
the cemetery are more or less 1n the nature ot reserve land 
which w1ll be used very little unt11 the sections beoome so 
tilled w1th graves that walk1ng across the lots will be diffi-
cult. However, this consideration is only true in monument 
cemeteries, since in the memor1al park there will be no oon-
fllct w1th the headstones. Betore the designer can solve the 
problem of the number and frequency ot paths he will have to 
fam1liarize himself with state laws 1n respeot to access to 
the grave sites. Some states have definite regulations cover-
lng this phase of cemetery subdlvision. 
Path allgnment. No matter what the legal regulations 
may beoonoern1ng paths, they should be kept to the absolute 
mlnimum 1n number, so that as many grave spaces can be pro-
vided as possible. The alignment ot the po.ths will, to a. 
great extent, be dependent upon the lott1ng prectioe. The 
esthetio oons1deration of the path al1gnment 1s unimportant 
since the paths are not paved ordetined, and therefore are 
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not an apparent feature at the design as seen on the ground. 
It is-useless to make ornamental figures or schemes out of 
the arrangement of the paths and lots on the plan. An exoep-
t10n to this is 1n the case at a group of lots designed for a 
lodge or society where the arrangement 01' the gravestones will 
make the path scheme apparent. 
Where the roads follow oircuitous routes to gain good 
grades, a certain ,number of paved walkways tor pedestrians 
through the sections as oroes-outs may be desirable. These 
walks should be des1gned with the same oare that the roadways 
receive in regard to the adjustment to the ground in plan and 
prof1le, 10 the type of surfacing. 
A d1reot route trom the road to the grave is deSirable, 
therefore the main paths should lead aoross theseot10ns 
rather than lengthw1se. 
Walk widths. The walk system around buildings, the 
entrance and some important features deserve carer-ul oon-
sideration. These walks are paved ~d thus become elements 
1n the design 01' the area 1nvolved. In all cases of pB.Ved 
walks they must be of suffioient 11idth tor two people to walk 
side by s1de oomfortably. ~ width of 4 feet is suff1cient to 
meet this requirement; however the scale of the development 
will also have a bearing on the width of walks connecting the 
various buildings. Aside from these walks Bnd those.used as 
short-cuts across the sections none of the other paths should 
be paved or defined in any manner- In places other than these 
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the drlveway,wlll be Just as useful for pedestr1ens as tor 
vehioles. A well-constructed roadtorms a very satisfactory 
walk in all kinds or \-leather. 
Results 01' the ~estlonnalre show that most superinten-
dents cons1der a path width or from 3 to 5 feet suffioient 1n 
monument oemeteries. l However, 1n memorial parks there 1s a 
strong tendenoy to red~ce the width ot the paths to the abso-
lute m1n1mum wh1ch will provide acoess to the lots as required 
by state laws or as demanded by the public. 
Bridges 
Cemetery bridges 1nclude both foot and vehicular types. 
Natural features such as ravines. rivers and lekes add a 
great deal of interest to the landscape 01' the oemetery, but 
they may also ser10usly 1nter.tere w1th the oiroulation system. 
There should be a proved necessity tor every bridge beforelt 
1s bu1lt. The locat1on 01' roeds and paths with respect to 
v1ews and features, even though a bridge may be reqUired, is 
sufficient Justification to warrant its being built. 
Esthetic considerations. Bridge locations must be studied 
in respect to the eB~letic potential ot certain sites. Often 
the br1dge becomes a dom1nant feature 1n the landscape and 
.every consideration ofax1al views or panoramic views must be 
studied at the same t1me as the functional aspeots of its 
lSee Path widths, Figure 18, Appendix B, p. 171. 
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locat1on are 1nvest1gated. Sometlmes a minor change 1n the 
al1gnment ot the road or path wUl result 1n a JIX)re satisfao-
tory bridge slte 1n respect to the p1ctor1al effects and the 
eng1neer1ng aspects. 
The appearance of the br1dge must be such as to present 
a v1slble assurance of strength and stab1l1ty. It is not 
enough for the br1dge to be functionally adequate within the 
exact knowledge of the eng1neer. An over-emphas1s of the 
structural elements ot the bridge 1s usually necessary 1n 
order to maintain a good scale relationshlp with the landscape 
development in the immediate v1C1nity.l 
Grading 
. Grading 1s a matter of artist10 judgment. Grading 1n any 
of 1ts forms 1nvolves the handllng of earth and the shaping 
ot the earth's surface tor esthet10 purposes, oonstruot1on 
and drainage. In grad1ng large areas, tor lawn purposes, the 
slope of the ground should be made to resemble the ground 
that surrounds 1 t and of wh10h 1 t seems to be a part. A level 
lawn 1n the midst of a roll1ng terr1tory wlll be forced and 
111 fltted. Loog, swelling, easy lines ot grade, following 
a natural dralnge course should be sought 1n any attempt at 
reshaping the earth's surface. 
lAlbert H. Good. Parks and reoreation structures. part 
I. Washington, D.C., United Statos Government Printing Offioe. 
1938. p. 175. 
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Grading involves the smoothing ot irregularities, but it 
should not be done so as to bring the earth to a level plane, 
exoept, perhaps, in small areas or in tormal garden sections. 
A vast area appearing almost flat 1s generally uninterest1ng, 
for no area 1s absolutely level. An area whioh appears to 
us as level at a llttle distanoe. may prove to be a gentle 
swell when examined at a oloser range- Whether long flowing 
lines or short ones are employed, they should be so graduated 
as to blend and lose themselves one 1n the other. 
The natural undulations, the gentle rises 1nto banks or 
mounds or gradual falls lnto regular depresslons all 8.dd 
attraotiveness to the oemetery and resemble the natural land-
scape 1n oharacter. A certain amount of smoothness and ease 
1s desirable in the ground lines, in the interior parts ot 
the oemetery but a greater degree at roughness and irregu-
larity should be sought toward the outer boundaries, thus 
aSSisting 1n a gradual transition from the developed areas to 
the land beyond the boundar1es. 
The treatment of banks or other sloping grounds should 
be handled in such a manner so that the bank presents a stable, 
natural angle ot repose. Sloping grounds may come down to the 
drive or walk or they may slope upl'lard to higher levels. 
We may tind attraotive sloping grounds all ready-
made tor us by nature or we may be obliged to 
humbly tallow her lead and treat more or less 
art1fioally our sloping grounds atter the fashion 
practioes by the natural toroes about us. The 
bardest part of such work is to keep from exag-
gerating nature or repeating over and over again 
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some one ot her ways ot do1ng th1ngs. It should 
always be remembered. 1n landsoape aroh1teoture, 
that nature never repeats herselt,l 
In general the road should be sl1ghtly depressed and the 
sect10ns sl1ghtly crowned and graded to g1ve oontinu1ty to the 
surrounding seot1ons and st1ll maintain a oonstant grade, 
slop1ng 1n the d1rect1on of natura+ drainage. 
The preparat10n ot the grad1ng plans 1s the funotion of 
the landscape arch! tecto proposed changes 1n grades can be 
recorded ei ther by contours of fin1shed grades on the general 
landscape plan or byelevat10ns at suffioient intervals and by 
section andprot1les on the road plan. 
Subdivis10n of the Cemetery 
S.eotions 
The size and shape of the sect10ns w1ll be determined by 
the general landsca.pe plan end the layout of the roads. Eaoh 
separate tract surrounded by drivew~ys or the boundaries ot 
the oemetery 1s oonsidered as a. sect1on. 
Width. For oonvenienoe of reaoh1ng the oenter of the 
sections it is advisa.ble th9.t these areas ha.v1ng drives on 
all sides should not exoeed 300 feet 1n width except where 
the topography makes 1t absolutely necessary. On the other 
hand; they should not be less than B.bout 200 feet 1n width, 
lSamuel Parsons, Jr· 
N.Y., G. p. Putman's Sons. 
Landsca.pe garden1ng. 
1904. p. 16. 
New York, 
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both trom the economic standpoint and trom the esthetic or 
general landscape appearance. Sections along the boundaries 
wi~l have a dr1veway on only one slde and should not exceed 
150 teet, nor be less than 100 feet ln width. 
Length. The length ot the sections 1s ot less lmportance 
than the w1dth, and may be of any length the designer may con-
sider suitable to carry out h1s design. Generally. the rule 
ot having sect10ns not less than three times thelr "Tid th in 
1ength 1s tollowed- This would produce a section about 900 
reet 1n lengthln a sect10n hav1ng a wldth of 300 teet. How-
ever, the rule will not apply to the seotions along the prop-
erty llnes slnce there w1ll be no dr1veways to term1nate one 
sectlon or des1gnate the beginnlng ot another. Seotlons ot 
greater length are not objectional provlded adequate cross 
walks are locBted at appropriate intervals. Cross "Jalks should 
be spaced about every 200 to 250 teet 1n all seotions greater 
1n length than 300 teet. The use of long sections provides 
more burlal space and saves the expense involved ln the con-
struction and maintenance of large areaS ot driveway-
Section unlty. The term section as used up to this polnt 
has been used 1n reference to the area bounded by the minor 
dr1veways, the areas 1n wh1ch the lndlv1dual lots end grave 
spaces are located. Each of these sectlons is an ent1ty in 
i.tselt'i however, from the landscape B.rch1 teotural v1ewpo1nt 
i.t should not be developed as an indivldual unit, but r8ther 
as a subordinate un1t of a la.rger area. These larger 
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areas will be here designated as super-seotions whioh in 
8ctual1.ty ere several seotions bounded by the major roeds. 
'The importance or this ooncept lies in the landsoape 
arohiteotural design ot monument and Qemorial sites and in the 
plant1ng oompos1t1on ot the cemetery as a landsoape un1t. In 
all other respects the sect10ns remain as individual units. 
Through the sucoessful, treatment ot the individual seotions 
as subordinate units of the super-sections a unity of design 
oan be achieved. The landscape development of these ind1vidual 
seotions need not be 1dentical, but 1nstead they should be 
developed so that they will have some degree ot indiViduality. 
The degree of individuality must be limited to the extent 
that a harmon1ous etfect oan be achieved throughout the super-
sectlon and the oemetery as a whole. 
Faotors intl~enclng lot and grave spaces 
The subdivision ot the seotions into lots and grave 
spaoes involves important considerations 1n respect to the 
landscape ettect ot the oemetery. Providing the greatest pos-
sible number ot graves per Rore, hO\Olever I must not dominate or 
be the only concern of the designer. The landsoape beauty of 
the area 1s quite as 1mportant and has a strong bearing on 
the desirability of the grave spaces- Every grave unit must 
ha.ve the potential ot providing a suitable burial space and 
adequate space tor the ereotion of tombstones and monuments, 
should they be allowed, or tor the plaoing of a flush grave 
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marker-
Grave size. The squere or reotangle is the most reason-
able shape for the lots, since reotangular graves oust be 
acoommodated. The size ot the hole to receive the casket is 
dependent upon the size of the rough oasket which 1s normally 
2 teet by 7 teet with the extremes being 3 teet by 8 feet. 
The length of the grave 1s usuB.lly set at 10 teet; this allo\'/s 
suffioient spaoe to aocommodate a bead marker, the hole tor 
the casket and a slight margin between the foot end of the 
oasket and the lot line. Three and one he~f to 4 feet 1s set 
aa the des1rable width of the gra,ve; this allows a reasonable 
space between the casket and the lot line or the neighboring 
caskets. 
T1Pe~ of graves. Cemeteries generally provide three 
types of grave areas: the adult, the infant and urn grave. 
The practice of providing a spec1al size grave for the buri8~ 
ot cremation recains w1ll beoome more prevalent as cremation 
becomes' more popular. The questionnaire showed that an aver-
age ot 66 per cent of the oremations com~ng to the respond1ng 
cemeter1es were buried.1 In some cemeteries a full sized 
adult grave 1s ·.allotted to such bur1als. This pr~.otice, t~hl1e 
possibly adequately compensat1ng the o,ematery for the gra.ve 
area and its perpetual oare, is quite wasteful of burial 
ground. 'rhe grs.ve ares. tor oremation remains oan be out to 
lSee Extent of earth burlalsof cremation remains, 
Figure 18, Appendix B. p. 171. 
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a 2 x 2 toot or to a 4 x 4 foot area, depend1ng on the local 
praot1oe, instead ot l the 4 x 10 toot area allotted to common 
earth buriaJ.a.1 
Sections or portions of sections designed on these modules 
cer.talnly will become important parts ot our future oemeteries 
as oremation beoomes more aooepted and as land for cemetery 
purposes becomes mora scarce. Only 52 per cent of those cem-
etery superintendenta answering the question conoern1ng the 
estab11shment ot special urn seotions had suoh sections •. The 
other 48 per cent made no speolal distinotion in respeot to 
the area in which oremation remains were buried.2 
U~n . gardens. Speoial areas for the buria.l of oremation 
ashes aeldom will oocUPY an entire seotion. The individual. 
gra.ve Sp?..ceB are oompa.ratively small, therefore the design 
of the urn garden will be on a smaller scale than the desIgn 
of a garden for ordinary burials. Ne1ther will such ~eot1on8, 
exclusively· devoted to oremation remains, combine very satis-
faotorily with the design and layout of the regular grave lots 
because ot the difference in spnce requirements. Urn gardens 
oan very suocessfully be developed in conjunction with the 
columbarium or crematory. Many times they are treated in a 
formal manner and form the immediate sett1ng for these buIld-
lSee Space allotted to oremation rema1ns, Figure 18, 
Apyendlx B, p. 171. 
2See Established urn sectlon, Figure 18, Appendix B. 
p. 171. 
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1ngs. The considerations of access to eaoh burial space ere 
the same as tor lots; this dictates a. design of D. formal ne.ture 
achieving 1 ts appeal from the arrangement ot t-:alks and grass 
panels or planting beds. 
More rugged terrain oan be used for the burial of orema-
tion remains because the grave area 1s smaller and consequent-
ly the level areas need not be 3S extensive. The problem of 
.subsurtace dra1nage is less acute, since the grave 1s not as 
deep, thus lowe~ land oan be used than tor the other graves 
before subsurfaoe drainage becomes neoessary. 
Lot size. For ordinary earth burials the shape and size 
ot the grave will determine the shape ot the lots, and the 
number of graves per lot will influenoe its size. Through 
the years the size of lots has gra.dually decreased. Today's 
families are smaller and they no longer follow the oustom of 
provid1ng interment property for future generations. It is 
therefore advisable to deSign lots for tour, six or eight 
interments as well as larger sized lots for those who prefer 
to ereot monuments. The number ot eaoh size provided Ehould 
be in proport1on to the estimated dema.nd for the Various sized 
lots. 
The m1n1mu~ depth of any lot should not be less than 17 
teat- This gives spaoe for two tiers of graves without head-
stones end 6 inohes between the borders of the lot and the 
end of the grave. A 1 foot marg1n 8.t both ends of the grave 
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would be more des1rable. These small lots should have a 
frontage ot from 8 1/2 to 11 teet at the narrowest pert. By 
plao1ng bur1als olose together this w1dth w111 9~10w for three 
graves and allow 6 1nohes of spaoe between the outer graves 
and the lot lines. All lots ot this s1ze should be sold with-
out the pr1v11ege of monument ereotion. 
Where a large demand exists tor small lots 1t is a good 
praotice to layout alternately one wide lot having monument 
pr1vileges and two narrow lots without th1s priv1lege. These 
small lots are known as oompanion lots. In this way a large 
number of small lots oan be provided and the proper setting 
and placement of large tamily monuments can be oontrolled, 
givlng the oemetery an appearance of spaoious, open develop-
ment. A lot w1th a frontage of only 11 feet is too narrow 
to accommodate a monument unless a companion lot is laid out 
on each side- Two monument lots of 11 foot frontage adJoin-
1ng each other wl11 br1ng the monuments less than 10 feet 
apart, wh10h is too olose to provide an adequate settlng tor 
them. In tact, no monumen~ should be allowed on lots less 
than 14 by 20 feet, oonta1ning 280 square teet; this space 
will be suff1c1ent tor e1ght full size graves and a monument. 
The questionnaire Showed that superintendents consider an 
average distance of 35 feet between monuments desirable. l 
In monument cemeteries where large lots are deSirable 
ISee D1stance between monuments, F1gure 18, Appendix B, 
p. 171. 
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-1n order that monuments can be ereoted the lots should be so 
spaoed and looated that adequate safeguards oan be maintained 
, 
so as to prevent the orowding and improper sett1ng of monu-
ments. With the large lots 1t 1s not 1mportant to d1vide the 
area w1th referenoe to their division 1nto grave spaces, be-
cause the lots are seldom tilled to oapacity. This however, 
is not the oase with the smaller lots and they should be 
des1gned to prov1de tor a given number ot graves. 
In non-monument cemeteries the s1ze of the lots need not 
be as generous sinoe no provis1on needs to be made tor the 
placement of monuments or the neoessary planting around them. 
A lot size ot 11 x 18 teet covers an eight-grave lot and a 
13 1/2 x 18 toot lot will acoommodate ten graves. 
Lot orientation. Generally it 1s desirable to have the 
large lots facing the driveways so that the family memorials 
and the1r landscape treatment w1ll form pleasing p10tures 
along the roads. The minimum depth of the front lots along 
a drive should be 20 feet. This depth plus the planting space 
of 3 to 5 feet along the road gives a depth to the baak of the 
lot of from 23 to 25 teet. If the monument is placed within 
a foot or so of the back ot the lot and the lots on the other 
side ot the dr1ve are treated in the same manner a d1stance of 
a.pproximately 90 to 100 teet will separate the monuments in 
this d1rect1on. 
Graves per aore. The number of graves that can be pro-
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vided per aore ot ground 1s dependent upon the type at oeme-
tery. _ In monument oemeteries ea5 graves per acre 1s the gen-
\ 
eral figure. Whereas in the memor1al park as many as 1,225 
graves can be prov1ded in an acre of ground. l The area 
allotted per grave 1s larger 1n monument cemeteries because 
of the add1tional space required tor the ereotion of tomb-
stones and monuments. More space 1s also allotted between 
the graves; however, there seems l1ttle Just1fication for this 
greater distanoe between the graves other than to provide 
more spaoe between the tombstones. It the monument privi-
lege is restricted to only a family monument with flush indi-
v1dual grave markers this d1stanoe between the graves can be 
reduoed to that used in the memorial park. 
Due to the commeroial influences in the earlier ,memorial 
parks the area allotted to the ind1v1dual graves was reduced 
to the absolute minimum. The space between the graves and 
the area allotted to the grave markers was reduced to the 
minimum, consequently more graves per acre of land were pos-
sible. The trend set by these early parks has been adopted by 
all memorial parks in lay1ng out their gra,ve units. Since 
there are no above ground tombs tones and memorial soulp ture 
and monuments are l1mited to those erected by the cemetery 
the visitor 1s unaware of the efficient use of the ground. 
lSee Number ot graves per f30re, Figure lB, Appendix B, 
p. 171. 
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Burial gSrdens. The concept ot developing burial gardens 
in the lot seotions origlnated as a result ot the lack ot 
memorial soulpture in the memorial park. Garden development 
has now become an essentlal part ot the designing ot both 
memorial parks and monument cemeteries. They are developed 
as gardens of memory for ordlnary earth burials, ore mated 
remains and as garden mausoleums. The size· of the garden 
will depend. on the type ot burials permitted in them. The 
survey of cemetery super1ntendents ind1cates that gardens are 
being bu11t to aocommodate from 100 to 1,500 graves. l 
The general plan of thls type of development is to 
develop a series of gardens, each with 1ts central appropriate 
feature and designed 1n such a manner as to be apart from the 
remalnder of the s eotion, combin1ng nature and the art ot man 
but at the same time belng 1n harmony with the landscape treat-
ment of the section. The garden must have pr1vacy and it 
should not be built as a place of d1splay. 
Proper screening with shrubbery is necessary to provide 
the necessary privacy and transitlon into the informsl 
development of the section. A real sense of intimacy should 
preva1l 1n the garden. This is more easily done in a large 
garden than in the smaller ones. The small garden must, of 
neoessity, be more or less open to the road, while the larger 
gardens can have a fairly open area at the roadside and by 
lSee Graves per garden, Figure 18, Appendix B, p. 171. 
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proper_ sk1llful plann1ng embraoe the idea ot beys and prom-
otor-les. The garden should also be 8.comb1natlon of nature 
and man'shandlwork. This oan be done by the bu1lding of 
walls, the oonstruotion ot small buildings, the outlining ot 
paths and walks, and the ereotion ot oentral memorial teatureo. 
A lim1ted numbe~ ot family memor1als and tombstones may be 
permiss1ble ln these gardens provided they are located in 
groups so as to prevent crowding and to insure an unobstructed 
v1ew ot the entire area. 
A cemetery made up ent1rely of gardens may be too 
much ot a good thing. It seems to me these gardens 
should bathe Jewels of the plan, and more ordina.ry 
and cheaper sections bu1lt up around them.1 
Single graves. In addition to the family lot sections, 
provision must be made for single graves. Single graves are 
of two classes, the common single gra.ve, which is designed to 
be sold at the very lowest prlce; and the select or preferred 
single grave lot. Single graves Are often treated 9.S a sort 
of disgrace by hiding them as much as possible and using 
ground which 1s inter10rbecause of steepness, wetness or 
remoteness trom driveways. It was once thought that the least 
desirable parts of the grounds should be selected for the com-
mon s1ngle grave districts and prefere.bly an area adJolning 
the boundary. 
The single graves can contribute to the beauty of the 
lRay Wyr1ok. Cemetery design. American Cemetery. 26, 
no. 4: 23-25, April 1955. 
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cemetery. In order to get the front monuments fnrther back 
from.. the road. and at the same t1me av01d the usual plethora 
ot big lots along the drives, the margins of the sections can 
be plotted in single graves w1th flush markers- Single grave 
sections are therefore useful 1n mBking borders along the 
dr1ves, to break up a stone yard appearance 1n monument cem-
eter1es and 1n aftording long and w1de v1stas through the 
m1ddle of the sections. Where Single graves are an 1mportant 
part of the cemetery's lnoome, it ls well to put speoial study 
on the location and arrangement of theRe graves. The old 
oustom of 1solat1ng the slngle graves 1n one large section 
places a st1gma on them end h1nders the landscape treatment 
of the area 1nvolved. 
The select or preferred one greve 1ntennent lots will 
brlng a h1gher pr1ce and should be of a larger area than neces-
sary for one grave. Small lots in the more expensive seotions 
can be d1vided and sold as single graves. In some instanoes, 
depending on the location and the looal situation, monuments 
should be allowed on these lots. 
Planting areas. The ultimate appeal of the oemetery is 
influenced by the landscape plant1ng of trees, shrubs and lawn 
areas. Large reserve spaces in the oenter of seot1ons ere 
often made for planting. However, sometimes a more effeotive 
scheme will result by taking lots here and there throughout 
the sect10ns for this purpose- In addition to the plant1ng 
spaces in the lot sections, certain large areBS such as whole 
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seotions wh1ch oontain lakes and 1mportant oemetery bu1ldings 
as the chapel, crematory, columbarium and the rece1ving vRult 
should be devoted to lawn and planting without any land sold 
tor grave sites. In add1t1on the land adjoining the entrance 
should be kept tree trom graves tor perhaps 200 to 300 feet 
and devoted to landscape planting;l however, this oonsidera-
tion 1s not 01' as great importance 1n memor1al parks as it is 
in monument cemeteries where tombstones would possibly inter-
fere with the landscape piotures oreated at the entrance. 
The amount of area allotted to planting adJaoent to the 
property l1ne will depend on the type of enclosure or fenoe 
used. In no instance should the lots and graves be plotted 
up to the property line. A reserve strip of from 1 to 100 
feet should be allowed for planting and soreening the cemetery 
trom the adJaoent property.2 Tne width ot this plant1ng str1p 
should be so des1gned tha,t the rema1n1ng erea between 1 t and 
the boundary road will d1vide 1nto regulat10n s1ze lots end 
not result in wasted burial space. 
Lotting prooedure 
The method followed in laying ,out the lots must be one 
that w1ll uti11ze the area to the fullest extent and prov1de 
lHare and Hare, 2.B.. ill·, p. 22. 
2See Area between fence and graves, Figure 18, Append1x 
B: p. 171. 
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the me.x1mum number 01' grave un! ts. Both the cheokerboard and 
the rad1al system 01' lotting or a oombinat1on of these two 
systems are in use. 
In the monument oemetery the 10tt1ng prooedure is mede 
evident by the tombstones, whereas 1n the pa.rk type of ceme-
tery there is no above ground indloat10n of the layout of the 
lots. One 01' the main things to be done ln dlviding a seo-
tlon into graves and lots, in the monument cemetery, is to 
see that no subsequent group1ng or crowding ot monuments oan 
possibly oocur. 
Lot shapes. Graves are ot a rectangular torm, oonse-
quently the lots should either be of a rectengulnr or a square 
form. Irregular lot shapes represent a oertain loss of land 
and some d1tficulty in eng1neering and recording of the lott1ng 
system. Careful plann1ng is also necessary to avoid, as far 
as possible, triangular lots or lots with sharp taper1ng 
corners. The loss of land for burial purposes involved 1n 
1rregular lot shapes oftentimes can be uti11zed as planting 
areas, provided the planting plans and the 10tt1ng plans are 
des1gned as an 1ntegral unit. 
Checkerboard system. The cheokerboard system of lotting 
lends itself readily to the general shape of the grave and 
produoes lots 01' uniform shape throughout. l Graves can 
readily be oriented eest and west by uti11zing the regular1ty 
l8ee F1gure 8, p. 92. 
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produoed by th1s method; however, th1s custom of grave orienta-
t10n 1s not adhered ~o today and is of little importance in 
cemetery des1gn. Lots face 1n all direot10ns and the burial 
is made entirely wl th reference to the condl t10na of the lndi-
v1dual lot. 
The path area involved 1n a cheokerboard des1gn is muoh 
larger than that 1n the radial system. Not only ls the grid-
iron system wasteful in pa.th area but also in the amount of 
land thrown into triangular lots when it ls applled to a 
ourvillnear road system. These irregular areas are sometimes 
lett in open lawn or included in the adJ01ning lots. 
Radial system. The rad1al method ot lotting, while be1ng 
wasterul in burial space, 1f used along n roed with a very 
small radli of curvature has the advantage of resulting in 
excellent ffiOnument settlngs. It the area is a cirole or 
nearly so this system produces a very pleasing lott1ng arrange-
ment, and 1s idenlly Bulted for the monument cemetery.l Monu-
ments may be allol'1ed on the lots tec1ng the road and restrioted 
on all of the interior lots or they may be restrioted on the 
f1rst tier ot lots and allowed on the second tier, thus creat-
lng a larger area ot foreground. These sect10ns cen also be 
developed as the setting for one large monument 1n the center 
wlth all other graves limited to flush merkers. 
Th1s method of monument restrlction, whlle discuosed with 
ISee F1gure 9, p. 94. 
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reference to the radially lotted sectlon, ls applicable to any 
other-method ot lotting. 
\' 
The use of the radial system ot lotting is quostlonable 
in the memorial park since too much area is rendered unusable 
for burlal purposes. In a.rens other than clroles, this system 
results in too much "msted land and a vnrietion of the method 
is more aui table for the memorial pa.rk and equl'.lly uneul tnble 
tor the monument oemetery where the lottlng prooedure ls more 
obvious to the observer. 
In ell seotlons designed on the radial method, the actual 
laying-out of the lots beoomes more oompllcnted then in the 
oheckerboard system and will require the use of a translte 
beoause of the varying degrees of ourvature. All 10 ts should 
be adequately marked B.t the time they p.re lald out, ninee 
their ourved bounder1ea will be diffioult to locate w1thout a 
trans1te onoe they have been lost. 
Variations on the radial system 
Along major roedways in the monument oemetery the lots 
will be more Valuable 1f arranged in double tlers followlng 
the road l1nes.1 The 1ey1ng out of lots ln thls manner 1s 
an adaptat10n ot the radial method; therefore, 011 lot lines 
must be erected perpendicular to the dr1veway. The w1dth of 
the front ot the lots where it is desirable to make the lots 
1aee F1gure 10, p. 96. 
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very small and especially where the dr1ve curves outward 
strongly must be fixed by a minimum width along the lnside 
lot l1ne, since sett'ing the lot lines perpend1cular to the 
dr1ve makes, them converge as they approach the center at the 
section. In suoh oases it is necessary to space the minimum 
lot width along the path at the rear of the seoond tier 01' 
lots and letting the frontage at the outSide lots come as 1t 
will. On the other hand where the drive curves ln, the reverse 
condition will exist, and the minimum frontage must be spaced 
along the dt"ive and the perpend10ulars allowed to 0 tr1ke 'tIhere 
they will on the inside re 8.1' lot line. 
In th1Q method all the graves will tace the roads. The 
irregular spaces caused by lay1ng out the interior area 01' the 
grounds 1n th1s manner are valuable tor planting areas as back-
grounds for the monuments along the roed. 
The interior area ot the section tormed by thls type 01' 
lotting oan be divided into rectangular plots at Sizes adapted 
to meet the reqUirements at the lot buysI'. Unless this area 
of the section is very desirable and is well elevated it is 
best to subdivide it into small lots. Three and tour grave 
lots or lots with a 17 toot trontage and 18 toot depth. Large 
12 grave lots oan be redivided into halt, making two six grave 
lots, or into quarters, mB.k1ng tour three grave lots. All of 
these small lots should be sold without monument privileges. 
Each lot in a monument cemetery should be given trontage 
on a path; in' pract1ce th1s would plaoe a path every two t1ers 
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apart, approximately 36 teet. Cross walks should be placed at 
right angles to the paths running parallel to the roeds e' 
0' -
While this system avoids theacoumulation of triangular 
spaoes along the road it must be remembered that all of the 
lots'radial. to the road will contain a certain amount of area 
unsuitable for burial purposes. Even though this is the oase 
there ls a distinct advantage to the cemetery beoause allot 
the land is sold and oonsequently put under perpetual care. 
In both the grldiron system ot lotting and this vari-
ation of the radial system the base lines established in the 
original topographical survey will be very oonvenient in lay-
lng out and recordlng the lot arrangement. With 10 ts having 
straight boundary 11nes there oan be little question as to 
the exact location of each lot and its boundaries. 
Water Supply and Drainage 
Both of these are essential to the proper maintenance of 
a cemetery. Water ls needed tor the build1ngs, fountains and 
for waterlng purposes over the entire cemetery. Water used 
for drinking purposes must meet the established standards for 
health as set by the board of health. It there is a fixed 
souroe of supply trom the oity or other established water 
works the problem 1s greatly simplified, otherwise adequate 
provision must be made to secure a healthful and unoontamin-
ated water souroe. 
For the ornamental water features and lawn sprinkling, 
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ordInary surface water will serve It adequate prov1sions are 
made for 1 ts oolleot1on and storage. Lakes and ponds oan 
otten be used as suoh water storage areas. '{hile serv1ng a 
utilitar1an funot1on they greatly add to the 1nterest and 
beauty of the oemetery. 
Lawn spr1nkl1ng 
In c11mates where the lawns need a great amount ot mois-
ture dur1ng the hot season, provis'ion shoUld be made tor lO\7n 
spr1nkling systems. Cast 1ron, steel, tranSite, or oopper 
pipe are all used 1n the underground water supply systems. 
Eaoh type of p1pe however has its limitations 1n respeot to 
durabIlIty and a thorough study must be made to determ1ne the 
most sB.t1staotory tyPe or pipe tor the area 1nvolved. 
In layIng out the lots the locat1on of the sprInkler 
system must be g1ven speoial oonsiderat1on. The pop-up 
sprInklers should be located 1n the paths. It the cemetery 
has been laid out w1thout paths, easements should be reserved 
tor these spr1nklers every s1xth or seventh row ot graves. 
Th1s would make the distance between sprinklers 60 or 60 teet 
apart. ~berever possible the water lInes should be run along 
the contours rather than aoross the oontours. 
Where freez1ng weather is experienoed during the w1nter, 
the feeder pipes should be set below the frost 11ne, and 
other pipes should be prov1ded wIth dra1nage or waste valves 
at the low po1nts. Shut-off valves tor cuttIng ott any por-
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tion of the system whioh may be unde~ repair, without paralyz-
ing t~e entlre sp~1nkler system l wlll prove a great oonve-
nience-
D~ainage 
The raln water that ls not absorbed by the lawns should 
be dlreoted, by proper grsding, to the storm sewer lnlets 
located in the lawn or along the roads. Surtace drainage 
must, therefore, provide for the collection ot Burface water 
at definite pointe or channels and then take it into under-
ground drains before the volume becomes destructive to the 
lawns and road surfaces. The usual place for the colleotion 
of thls surfaoe water is along the edge ot the roads. 
In the oase at slde-hill roads, it they ere so construoted 
that there ls 11 ttle resson for making a gutter on the lower 
side to oatch the sllght run-off from one helt or the entire 
wldth of the paved area. This run-ofr cs.n run on to the lot 
seotions without damage. Roeds pitchlng to both sldes and 
those roads ln v8~leys naturally have to be dre.1ned trom both 
sldes, and any constant or lntermittent flow ot water from 
springs in the Valleys must be provlded tor. l 
It sufficient room is provided between the edge of the 
road paVing and the lot llnes and where gr~ding permits, a 
sod gutter is preferable on the minor roads. In a width of 
IHare and Hare, 2E.' ill., p. 27. 
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3 to 6 feet a depress10n of 3 to 5 lnches can be seoured with 
• 
a dl~ so B11ght, as to be hardly noticeable and lnto whioh 
, 
the grades of the lots w1ll merge naturally. The drn1n lnlets 
will be oonoealed in the grass and thus will not be obstruslve 
to the landsoape pioture. 
The distanoe between inlets, the1r size and the s1ze of 
the pipe carrying ott the wate~ will be dependent upon the 
road alignment, the degree ot the slope on the l~wn areas, 
the extent ot the area to be drn1ned, the r8.infall and the 
type or so11. 
In oases where sod gutters are impossible or inadvls-
able, a flat ooncrete or oobble stone gutter without 8 ourb 
lSto 24 inohes wide is probably the next best choloe. Such 
a gutter will maintain the informality ,,,hloh is desire.ble on 
the minor oemetery roads. 
Along major roais curbs and gutters should be construoted 
and the drain inlets made a part of these permanent gutters. 
There are several forms of drain inletn wlth iron gratlng 
suitable tor cemetery use· wbere there 10 a danger ot olog-
ging the sewers, either trom road mS.ter1al or trom other 
sources, catch basins should be bu1lt ln oonJunct1on with the 
drain lnlets. 
The storm water sewer system is usually not too oomplex 
and the pipes should be looated along the roads, so thRt it 
any repair may be neoessary the road pavement does not have 
to be disturbed. In pleces where lt is necessary to cross 
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the lot sect10ns with the storm sewer pipes, a special r1ght 
of way should be prov1ded whenever 1t 1s imposslble to follow 
the paths. These drains may empty dlrectly into a brook or 
lake slnce they contain nothing but surface water; however, 
this is not true of subsurfaoe drainage systems. 
Subsurface drainage 
Subsurface drainage may not be necessary in all instanoes 
due to the porous soil condition or due to the laok ot ground 
water. Places obviously in need of under dralnage can be 
eoonomioally dra1ned by a system of tile drains 6 inohes or 
more 1n diameter, leld 1 foot below the bottom of the graves 
and following the path lines wherever possible. These drains 
are in oons tan t ao ti v i ty, t endIng to dry ou t the ground. The 
disposition at this water must rece1ve oareful oonsideration, 
Since 1t 1s contaminated and oannot be emptied into atreams 
or other water oourses. ?hls water should be emptied into 
a Frenoh drain or some other appropr1ate underground drainage 
system .. 
Cemetery Structures 
The various types at structures oommonly found in a oem-
etery wUl ve.ry wi th the local oondit1ons llIld the size of the 
oemetery. Some bu1ldings such as adm1nistrntion and main-
tenance buildings are required by all cemeter1es, espeoially 
those not atflliated with an organization suoh as a ohurch 
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or a c1ty. In these cases, part10ularly 1r the oemetery is 
not adJaoent to the sponsor1ng organizat1on, it 1s beat for 
the administration and serv1ce buildings to be located 1n the 
cemetery. The need for other buildings, such as the reoe1v-
ing vaults, chapel, cOlumbar1um and orematory will depend on 
the type or servioe rendered to the publio by the oemetery. 
Stxle of architecture 
When oons1der1ng cemetery arch1tecture, whioh 1ncludes 
memorial sculpture, the permanent nature of the cemetery end 
its s1gnif1canoe in the oommun1ty should be a dominant influ-
enoe on the styie and character of all structures. The cem-
etery, due to the function it serves, 1s olosely tied to our 
religious conviot1ons and every effort should be made to 
1ncorporate th1s mot1f in our planning. 
The style of architecture used in cemotery buildings will 
naturally rerlect the current philosophy ot architectural 
expression. Our present conoept of orgAnic design has almost 
el1minated the feeling that certain h1etorlc archttectural 
styles are most appropriate from an esthet10 point of view-
The Gothic and Class1cal styles of architecture were onoe 
believed to be the JOOst expressive and the only e.ppropriate 
styles ot design to be used in cemetery and other seored 
buildings. The thorough acoeptsnce of our contempor~ry arohi-
teoture has d1spelled this feeling end nel"! cemeteries are 
refleoting the trend by erecting bulldings of oontemporary 
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des1gn. 
The mer1ts ot the var10us 8roh1tectural styles BS appl1ed 
, 
to cemetery des1gn are of minor importance to this d1soussion. 
The important oons1deration 1s the.t all buildings s.nd archi-
teotural features should be harmon1ous both in style and 
materials. Durab11ity and permanenoe are of the greatest 
1mportance 1n oemetery struotures of every charaoter and should 
be 1nsisted upon whenever new construot10n 1s oontemploted. 
Agm1nistrat1on building 
Regardless ot the immediate or proJeoted size ot the 
oemetery the adm1nistration bu11ding should be so located a. 
to be conven1ent to the entranoe. Close proximity to the 
entranoe 1s 1mportant beoause through the years many visitors 
may come to the cemetery by public conveyance and seoondly 
1t is important from the standpo1nt of meeting funeral pro-
cess10ns and esoorting them into the grounus. In some 1n-
stances the administrat10n building and other eervice build-
ings can be made an 1ntegral part ot the entranoe treatment 
or grouped at the entrance as un1ts 1n the design. It is a 
real landscape arch1tectural problem to get the bu11dings con-
veniently located to the entrance and yet allow a good land-
scape effect that will not be too much dominated by the 
build1ngs. 
The looat1on of the main structures near the main en-
trance tends to simpl1fy the roed system, nt least in small 
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properties, and makes use ot this portion of the grounds whioh 
shoul-d be primarily ornamental and should not be used for 
I 
bur1al.purposes. Even though the oftioe bu1ld1ng should be 
located oonveniently to the highway 1 t should be fRr enough 
baok and within the oemetery to permlt the overage funeral 
oortege to get otf the h1ghway end into the grounds before 
the first oar reaohes the entranoe ot the edmlnistrBtion bu1ld-
1ng-
Maintenance buIldIngs 
In the looation ot the maintenanoe group, consIderatIon 
must be given to the avallab11Ity to the main highway, oirou-
lation and oonvenienoe to present and future arens to be 
serv1oed. The provision tor future expansIon 1s 1mportant 
in the service area, beoause as the oemetery becomes estab-
lished rrore equipment and ma1ntenance supplies will h9.ve to 
be housed and accommodated in thIs erea. 
The necessary maintenanoe bu1ld1ngs and stornge YArds 
should be groUped in the least consp1ouous pl1;'ce, 'there they 
can be secluded trom the remainder ot the interment sections 
and not interrupt the road system. The maintenanoe group 
will inolude storage space tor all the lawn and landscape 
maintenance equipment, grave digging app8r~tus, trucks and 
o·ther motorized equipment. Monument plecement and maintenanoe 
equipment, the storage ot tombstones and grave markers, should 
the sale ot these items be a part of the oemetery's servioe, 
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w1ll also be's part of this group ot bu1ld1ngs. 
The practice O~, cemeteries operat1ng greenhouses for the 
benef1t of the publ10 and for ra1sing plants for the oemetery 
1s generally rrowned upon by cemetery superintendents. The 
expense involved in operating a greenhouse is 1n exoess of the 
value received both 1n a monetary sense or in the servioe 
rendered to the pUblio. l 
Caretaker's residenoe 
In eome instances it may be desirable to have the oare-
taker's residence located in the oemetery; however, there 
seems to be little Justification for such an arrangement 
other than tor seo~rity reE-sons. If this residence is in the 
cemetery it should be adequately screened from the remainder 
of the oemetery and provided with easy access to the entrance 
end outside highway- The cnretaker's residence should more 
properly be located outside the cemetery but in close approx-
im1ty to it. Whether or not it is the oemetery's responsibil-
1ty to furnish this residence is a problem of looal conoern 
end will vary according to the general practice of neighboring 
cemeteries. 
ISee Greenhouse Justifiable, Figure 18, Appendix B, 
p. 171. 
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SeM"ice buildings 
Irhe size of the oemetery and the oompleteness of the 
interment aervloe it renders to the oommunity determine the 
necessity for publio causoleums; co lumbariums, crematory and 
chapel. Many people still prefer to bury their dead above 
ground and for this reason public mausoleums must be provided 
in addit1onto permitting the erect10n of pr1vate mausoleums. 
The chapel. The ohapel was onoe oons1dered an essent1al 
un1 t of oemetery arch! tecturei howev'~r, today there seems to 
be SOi:le doubt as to the des1rebility of the ohapel in the 
cemetery. Seventy-seven per oent 01' the superintendents re-
sponding telt that the use made of the ohapel dld not Just1fy 
the expense involved 1n their construot1on and maintenance. l 
Some of the reasons for this B~all use of the ohapel are that 
funeral directors have publicized the use or the1r funeral 
parlors tor perfor&1ng the funeral servioe and ohurch off1-
ciols are strongly advocating the home church of the deoeased 
as Lhe ideal place for the tuneral service. While both of 
th~Be influences are very important today because the majority 
of funerals are of the earth burial type, they will become 
les8 of a oonsideration 'uhen cremat10n becomes mora populer. 
Cha.pels ore sometimes builtin conJunction \o/i th orematories. 
This pr~~t1ce has a great deal of mer1t. It oomb1nes two very 
ISee Chauela used enough to Juotify expenee; Figure 18, 
App endlx B, p.~ I71. 
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olosely allied functions and it also gives the cemetery the 
opportunity to render the service of a ohapel to those who 
, 
wish to maKe use of 1t. The design of such structures 1s an 
architectural problem and therefore beyond the soope of this 
thesis. 
Crematories. The performanoe of oremations 1s a function 
whioh belongs to the cemetery and should, therefore, be oon-
ducted under the gu1dance ot the oemetery. The crematory 
should be located in the cemetery rather than in some other 
area outside the confines of the grounds. The crematory and 
ohapel can often be made the teature of either a formal or 
informal development of roads, walko and flower beds 1n the 
Vicin1ty of the entrance or it cfu~ be set infor~ally near 
the oen ter of the grounds. In any case _ the a1 te should be 
determined at the time the roa.d system 1s des1gned, because 
it is important to have ready access from this building to 
all parts ot the groundo 8.S well as from the ontrPJlce. 
Columbariums.· Not nll oemeteries w1ll have a crematory 
but all cemeter1es of any size should have a columbarium. 
'l'h1s build1ng can alF.O be bullt 1n oonJunction with a chapel 
and the same considerations pert1nent to the locs.tion of the 
chapel will apply to the columbarium. Developing urn gardens 
around the outside of the columbarium will give patrons the 
choice of earth or above ground depos1t ot cremation remains 
and these gardens tl11l be qui te desire-ole in respect to the 
landscape treatment of these buildings. 
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Receiving vaults. Every cemetery no matter how small 
should have a receiving tomb where bodies may be temporarily 
stored. The receiving vaults oan be oonstructed as an inte-
gral part of other bul1dings. thus ellmlnatlng the necesslty 
:for a separate bu11d1ng. Rece1ving tombs should be located 
1n re:ference to the ultlmate s1ze ot the cemetery, slnce easy 
access trom this build1ng to all parts of the cemetery ls 
highly des1rable. 
Getes and fences 
The degree 01' secur1ty necessary ln a oemetery 1s open 
to a great deal of disoussion. The cemetery superintendents 
'surveyed in the quest10nnaire :felt that the oemetery should 
be well protected by gates and fenoes. Seventy-three per cent 
ot the answers rece1ved felt that fenoes were necessaryl and 
96 per cent stated that they locked the1r gates at nlght. 2 
The major1ty ot the superintendents answering were associated 
with monument type cemeteries 1n whioh the opportun1ty tor 
poss1ble vandal1sm 1s muoh greater than 1n the memorial park 
type ot cemetery. It seems doubtful 1f the same security 
measures are des1rable or even necessary 1n the memorial park. 
The locat1on of the cemetery, however, will have an 1nfluence 
on the answer to th1s quest10n ot fences. 
1?1. 
laee Fences necessary, F1gure 18, Append1x a, p. 1?1. 
2see Gates locked nt n1ght, F1gure 18, Append1x B, p. 
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Cemeteries located in the open oountry may need fences 
to prevent cattle from '\1andering into the grounds but in resi-
den tial areas a boundary tres.tment of shrubbery seems more 
appropriate s.nd sufficient to mark the cemetery bounds.riea. 
When a more sUbstantial barrier is necessary the wire fence 
seems to be the preferred choice as compared vIi th mesonry 
1 
or hedges. The ordinary cyclone type of wire fencing seems 
hardly appropriate immedia.tely around the entrance and a. more 
decorative type of fence or masonry wall should be used. In 
rrore remote areas the cyclone fence if properly planted with 
shrubs and vines is quite satisfactory-
The enclosure of the cemetery B.S just discussed related 
primarily to the utili tari~.m need of fences or "\~alls. The 
opportunity of using fences or i'lalls DS archi teetural elements 
1n the landscape pictures should not be overlooked. An occa-
sional View of a vlell landscaped and well maintained fence or 
wall 1s very picturesque, especially where the character of 
the landscape che.nges, as it does along the cemetery property 
line. A fence \-1111 prepare the mind for nel'! impressions Bnd 
arford an easy transition to the Views beyond the grounds. 2 
lSee Type of enclosure, Figure 18, Appendix B, p. 171. 
2prince yon Puckler-Juskau. Hints on landsee.pe garoen-
il.g. Cambridge, f.laes., Houghton };f1ff11n Co. 191? p. 25. 
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Monuments and Memorial Soulpture 
The monument fs no longer aooepted as an essential 
feature in the oeme~ery ot today. The word monument ps used 
here refers to a struoture dedicated to the family and is 
usually more pretentious in size and style than the more simple 
memorials or tombstones ereoted at an individual grave. The 
old time graveyards with their assortment of inartistioally 
arranged monuments and tombstones often give the impression 
of some unusually large, untidy and badly arranged stoneyerd.1 
Our modern park-like cemeteries with their broad stretohes of 
lawn, ourved driveways and artistically arranged groups of 
trees and shrubs, highlighted with several well chosen and 
properly located pieces ot memorial sculpture, have a greater 
appeal to our present generation then do the cemeteries in 
which no restriotions are placed on the erection of monuments 
and tombstones. 
Our best authorities on cemetery planning find it 
difr10ult to harmonize monumental structures with 
their conception ot the ideal cemetery, which they 
visualize as a park-like enclosure ded1cated to the 
dead for a final aleeping place, as the name implies, 
so beautiful, quiet end restful in its aspeot as to 
afford not only comfort And consolation to the be-
reaved, but a certain degree of pleasurable anticipa-
tion to all who contemplate the hour when they, too, 
shall join the great m~Jority.2 
lSee Figure 11, p. 112. 
2James Currie. Monuments and other memorials. In Ceme-
tery Handbook. Chicagp, Ill., Allied Arts Publishing Co. 
tca. 19211 • p. 351. 
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Even though planners and a great number of other people 
have ~his conviction, there nevertheless remains a large per-
I 
centage ot our population who preter to perpetuate the memory 
of their departed by erecting monuments ond tombstones. Sinoe 
we tind this sentiment we will have to conclude that both the 
monument and the memorial park type ot cemetery will be in 
demand and will oontinue to be established. 
The problem of monuments is chiefly restricted to the 
monument cemetery; however, the principles governing design 
and location ot them ere also applicable to the memorial 
sculpture and section features tound in the memorial park 
oemeteries. 
Setting p~d location 
The influence ot the environment on the monument itself 
and the effect produced by the monument on its surroundings 
are important considerations to the landsoape effect ot the 
cemetery. The impression may be disagreeable and disturbing 
or suggestive of repose depend1ng upon whether or not their 
relationship is harmonious. It g1ven a proper location and 
art1stic sett1ng a monument may be so h~rmoniously edp-pted 
to 1ts environment as to be regarded BS a component pArt ot 
the landscape, thus creat1ng the 1mpression that without it 
the scheme would be incomplete. 
Many excellent monuments, beautiful in design, have 
proven to be a disappOintment merely because they were 
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inappropriately located. One monument ot inharmonious design 
may ruin a large area or ore ate a d.lscord by dominating all 
other structures ln the vlo1nlt,y. 
More than one monument at s1m11pr des1gn should not be 
ereoted In-the same v10inlty. Few obe11sks or sp1re-llke 
monuments should be seen trom one vantage polnt. An obelisk 
is usually msple.ced it erected in the foreground, espeoially 
if 1t is close to the dr1veway. It is seen to best advantage 
if provided with an appropriate baokground ot trees and shrubs 
and looated on a gentle slope on oomparatively high ground at 
some d1stanoe trom the road. The elevatlon ot the ground on 
wh10h the monuments are placed 1s quite important. An obelisk 
itself may appear to be 1n a hollow or on a level erea, but 
in such locations it generally detracts from the landscape. l 
The gentle undulatlons ot the ground should be preserved 
in appearanoe. Th1s effect may be reta1ned and aooentuated 
by selectlng low monuments tor the 10\'ler levels and higher 
deslgns on the more elevated ground. The orest of a sharp 
rise, partioularly when 1t 1s close to the roadway suggests 
low monuments. 
Spires ereoted at the distant end 01' gradually narrow-
1ng valleys or Vistas generally present pleaslng plctures. 
On the other hand, a valley or v1sta may be ruined !n 1 ts 
etteot if a tall monument 1s plaoed in the foreground. 
I Ib1d., p. 328. 
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Very broad styles ot monuments such as the exedra should 
not be plaoed 1n the foreground exoept on very large lots at 
an abrupt corner of a seotion or 1n the open lawn. These 
designs, in most instances, should be given a place in the 
baokground where a proper settlng of shrubbery may be intro-
duoed without detriment to the othe~ lots in the rear. l 
There should never be unlformlty of sizes ln any group 
or locality because th1s would be as unsatisfactory as un1-
formity of des1gn. Var1ety w1thin well-ordered and artistic 
l1m1ts 1s most desirable. 
Des1gn 
Every monument should be des1gned for its own pRrtlcular 
lot; however, oftent1mes this 1s 1mpract1cal because of f1nan-
01al reasons 1n whioh csse the lot should be selected to pro-
v1de a proper sett1ng for the ~onument, wh1ch ln reality 
implies that the lot and the monument should be seleoted at 
the same t1me. wben the lot must be purchased from the 
ground available, the monument designer should study the lot 
and its surroundings and design or suggest a type of monument 
that will harmonize with the proposed setting. For the best 
results the landscape arohitect should be called lnto consul~ 
tlon and the plantlnB, grading and other lot improvements care-
tully planned, so that the lot, monument and planting will be 
lIb1d., p. 351. 
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a harmonious, unified composition. 
Restrictions .1 . 
The ma,ximum development ot cemetery beauty io posoible 
only when the design of the monument is 8ulted to ito partlo-
uler location and where the adjacent landscape is in harmony 
with the lines, oolor and oonstruction of the monument. The 
ldeal s1tue.tion is to permi t monuments on oertain lots where 
proper settings have been provided and to eliminete them on 
others where open eress or long Vistas are desirable. The 
deoisions as to where monuments ~re to be allowed should be 
made ,by the landsoape arohitect end reoorded on the plens 
prepared by h1m. 
The considerations outlined for monumento ~lso !lpply to 
tombstones. The disun1ty ln our monument cemeteries is 
prime.rily due to the 1ncongruent e.ssortment ot tombstoneo 
rather than to the family monuments. Some monument cemeteries 
have attempted to solve the problem by 1nsisting th~t ell 
grave markers be flush with the ground, ttus ellm1nst1ng all 
tombstones. The suocess of such e polloy will depend upon 
the atti tude of the publlc pe,tron1z1ng the cemetery. 
It is the cemetery man~gement·s responsibi11ty to develop 
the grounds as des1gned by the landscape architect and oon-
sequently all monument and tombstone des1gns should be sub-
jeot to their approval before they are erected. Not only 
should the oemetery officinls 1nsist upon an appropr1ate 
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design but also on a durable material and sound construction. 
Sculpture in park cemeteries 
The quest10n ot memor1al soulpture and seotion features 
in the memorial park is greatly simp11fied because all 
features are erected exolusively by the oemetery assooiation 
and the setting and soulpture des1gn is planned for 1n the 
original des1gn of the cemetery. Only the f1nest examples of 
soulpture should be erected. In the1r plann1ng the same 
procedure as used in plann1ng tor pub11c monuments should be 
followed. On these assignments the sculptor works in collab-
oration with the arch1tect who develops the arch1tectural 
features and the landscape arch1tect who plans the sett1ng. 
When a sculptural feature 1s located 1n a section, no 
matter how large or 1mpos1ng the statue may be 1t should 
always be given an ample and dignified setting- Such a set-
ting is often accompl1shed by the use of flagstone terraces 
or by walls and steps, and with a suitpble planting or trees 
and shrubs-
The use of too many statues, no matter how artistic they 
may be, should be avo1ded because a profuse use of them would 
naturally show a dearth ot ideas and p~oduce a feeling of 
monotony 1n the memorial park. The ideal memorial park 1s 
the result of a tasteful and restrained combination of art 
and nature. 
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Landso~pe Planting Design 
-
The oharm and beauty of the cemetery or, for that matter, 
any other landscaped area belongs to a great measure to the 
arrangement and character ot its plantlng. All plantlng must 
be done to bring out the character of the naturQl landscape 
ot the cemetery, 1ts hills and valleys, water features and 
other scenic features. 
Landscape style 
The ,landscape character most read1ly obta1nable, most 
fitt1ng and the simplest to ma1ntain 1n the oemetery is that 
known as the pastoral landscape or American Style. Thls type 
of landscape 1s found In many ot our famous parks and consists 
of wooded areas, large open lawns with speclmen plantlngs 01' 
trees and shrubs concentrated 1n strateg1c locatlons 1n re-
speot to the pictorial etfects desired. Hubbard and K1mball 
in their book "An Introductlon to the Study 01' Landsoape 
Design" glve the following explanation of the pastoral or the 
American Style of Landscape Des1gn: 
This American style 01' landscape design traces 1ts 
orig1n direotly to the En£llsh lruadscape school, 
but 1n the American work the des1gners sought wlth 
muoh more appreo1ntion the preservation snd inter-
pretation 01' naturs,l cha.raoter. The Eng11sh de-
Signers have des1red to express the magnificenoe 
and taste 01' the owner 1n a oomposi tion of natural 
ground forms and trees modeled ai'ter the beautiful 
Engl1sh countrys1de, rather than to suggest the 
freedom of 11 ttle-humsnized nature 1n ,,;hleh a man 
m1ght lose h1s oonsciousness of self. The choice 
01' Ind1genous plant m eter1al, the study ot the 
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arrangement of this mater1al 1n accordanoe '-lith 
its own oharacter and of that 1n the landsoape 1n 
wh10h 1t appeared, 1s therefore an 1mportant oon-
s1deration 1n thin Amer1can style. The landsoape 
oharacters, however, tho "natural" landsoape soenes, 
wh1ch this style usually se1zed upon to enhAnoe nnd 
reproduoe. ere seldom the Unh(Il~Jpered work of n9.ture, 
more usually they are the scenes of pasture and 
woodlot, shrub-grown \'1alls, and elm-dotted river 
bottom, wh1ch are partly the result of mente aotiv-
1ty in the less intensively used term lend. ThiB 
mode of treatment of the landscape on large areS.B 
has not only the esthetic advantage whioh has been 
po1nted out, but also the eoonomio advantage that 
thus it may make use of w~ch existing beeuty ot land-
form and vegetat10n, and thus 1t can be consistent 
with land ly1ng beyond its boundar1es and so g1ve 
a still greater sense of freedom and extent. 
In the smaller suburban places where the buildings 
are vislble 1t not dominant and where it 1s qu1te 
imposs1ble to produce exactly the etfect ot a 
free landscape, thls style takes on itself a 
somewhat different manifestation. Even in the com-
pass of· an area of halt an ecre, there IIlEY be an 
open irregular lawn surrounded by promontories and 
bays of plant1ng and broken by two or three free-
standing trees. Such an arrangement need make no 
attempt to imitate the natural forms whioh have 
inspired 1t. It may be obviously man-made and may 
oonte.1n arrangeoents of plants and tlol'Jers not 
nat1ve, but the design may still suggest tree land-
scape by the nature! oharacter ot the plant mAte-
rial and 1ts 1nformal arrangement, and may still, 
thus in 1ts small cOiUpass be a more restful thing 
to its suburban owner than any purely tormal design 
might be. l 
Beyond some poss1ble formality at the entrance, there 1B 
l1ttle question about the informal or naturalistic ntyle ot 
landscape developaent being the cost beautiful e~d mOGt 
appropriate in the remainder of the cemetery. 
lHutbard and K1mball, .Q£. c1 t ., pp. 68-59. 
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Expressing topography 
The desirability of orea.ting an impression of high 
ground in the oemetery hes been oommented upon previously. 
Ris1ng ground may in appearance rise still higher, by planting 
it with trees ot humble growth toward the bottom and gredually 
taller ones tOl-lard the oummi t. An addi tional mark of the 
inclination ot falling ground may be obtained by placing a 
rew trees in the same direction DB the elope which will point 
out the direction of the descent, whereas plantings across a 
4esoent \"1111 in visunl etteot bolster-up the ground, and 
check. the fell. Plncing trees obliquely aoross the slope 
will often d1vert the generel tendency to aocentufl.te the 
slope of the ground. Th~ ground will to some extent assume 
the d1rection of the trees And they will make a variety not 
a contradiotion. Hedges or 10'" oontinuous plantings carried 
across uneven ground render the irregular1ties more oon-
spiouous I and frequently mark 11 ttle inequa1i ti es r1hioh 1'10uld 
othen1ise be unnoticeable. If a l1ne of trees runa close to 
the edge of an abrupt fell, they w11l gl ve the ohange 1n 
elevation added depth and importanoe. l 
Wooded areas 
Whenever wooded areas exist in the oemetery area, con-
siderable study should be given to them betore any deCision 
lSamuel Parsons. 1be art of landscape erchitecture. 
Nc\'! York., N.Y., G. P. Putman's ;jons. 1915. p.214. 
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ie made as to their removal or thinning. Some people prefer 
to have burial lots among the trees and if properly th1nned 
these areas can be transformed Into attraot1ve burlal sec-
tions. Large tree masses are deslrable parts of the pastoral 
landscape scene and therefore, any existing tree masses should 
be utl11zed In the development of the plant1ng oompos1t1on ot 
the cemetery. The natural outllne of a woods is seldom an 
artistio 11ne, it is therefore the task of the landscape 
architect to reshape this outline and relate 1t to the pic-
torial composition he 1s developing 1n the other areas of 
the cemetery. 
The fIrst requisite of a woodIs out11ne 1s irregularity. 
Long straight lines of trees or a success10n of easy sweeps 
and gentle rounds are both unnatural and inart1st1c. The 
true beauty of a forest's out11ne oons1sts more 1n breaks 
rather than 1n sweeps, 1n angles rather than in rounds, and' 
1n var1ety 1nstead of suocess1on. The out11ne of a woods 1s 
a oontinued 11ne and small variat10ns do not save it from 
monotony. One deep reoess or a bold prominence has more 
effect than numerous irregularities. These dIvide the out-
11ne 1nto parts, but no break 1s made In the unlty. A con-
tinuation of the woods remains, only the torm of It is altered 
and the extent 1s also seemingly 1ncreased. l 
lIbid_, p. 215. 
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Planting composition 
Ifhe reoognized principles of landscape planting composi-
tion apply to the cemetery as well as to other landscape 
developments. Any Bcheme of landscape development depends for 
its final success largely upon the vegetation; however, the 
design of the roads, paths and grs.ding cannot be neglected. 
Planting in some instanoes w11l obscure bad curves and grades 
but it should never be relied upon to Justify these "leak 
p01nts of design. An intelligenlty designed landscape must 
be a comprehensive unit, so that the roads, grading, planting 
and any construction will be arranged in proper relation to 
eaoh other, and result in a oomplete picture from v~rious 
po1nts of view. 
Unity, harmony, rhythm and variation, all elements of 
des1gn, when properly combined will produce the open spaces, 
distant views and seoluded, intimate areas so desirable in 
the cemetery scenery. The applioation of these principles in 
cemetery design are similar to those used in parks. The soale 
of development in a park is similar to that of a memorial park 
cemetery. 
Large areas of lawn and tree groupings, as well as shrub 
and flowers are used to produoe esthetio effeots whioh may be 
used, with variations, over and over again, a8 tar as their 
combinations of high and low plants and the contradiotions 
or oontrasts ot color and form will permit. one masS will, 
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for a moment, conf11ct w1th another and then flow over and 
blend wlth It. There should be sharp contrasts and then 
gradually the smoothest blendlngs of these plantlng masses. 
The var10us types of masses should be allowed to assert 
themselves freely throughout the landscape 1nstead of a group 
of high and low growths, a single specimen or a small group 
ot trees may stand out almost alone with a tew ettendlng 
shrubs 10 the vicinity. Farther on there may be a different 
kind ot tree standing on the edge ot a solid group with a 
tew scattered shrubs around it. Then again there may be single 
specimen trees stand1ng entirely alone without any aooompany-
lng planting. Such trees whether out in the m1ddle of a lawn 
area, or near e. path or road are valuable features in the 
landscape. They lend dignity and cheracter to the bays and 
promontories ot the planting masses, more so than any other 
members ot the association of trees and shrubs growing in the 
area. When these specimen trees are combined with shrubs an 
eftect of dlstance ls often produced which 1s ot great value 
1n the landsoape picture. 
After the general pls.nt1ng plan has been made it becomes 
a question of establishlng unity ot deta1ls through the vari-
ous plant masses. The designer should start by first dis-
poslng certain plant types 1n the des1gn as 1f he were block-
ing 1n the outlines of a picture, indicating the maln and 
controlling features ot the group. To m~rk this distlnctlve 
character only a few varletles of trees, shrubs and tlo\Olers 
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are neoessary. the ones that assume such distinct1ve forms 
that the eye 1nst1nctive1y singles them out in any group. 
" 
However, lt is not only necessary to punotuate, as it were, 
with ma.rked trees and shrubs, the outlines of ench group. but 
also ot the groups within the main group so that the distribu-
tion of these fam11iar construction features may direot the 
eye to the actual compositlon of the design and produce a 
uni ty throughout all of the p1anting.l 
Screening- Slnce the cemetery is a land use different 
trom that ot the c1ty or its surrounding land uses it should 
be screened trom the adJacent land or the pub11c highway-
Complete screening, however, 1s as undesirable as no screen-
ing at all and the decis10n a.s to wh1ch views should be 
screened and which should be developed must be made before the 
composition ot the planting can be determined. 
The method ot screening the boundaries should be as 
varied as possible. In some places the trees and shrubs 
should run along the boundary tor several hundred teet obscur-
ing the outside landsce.pe and in other pl~.ces 1 t should be 
made narrower and lower so that v1ews ot the outside oountry 
are possible. In other plaoea these dlstant vlews should be 
made visible under isolated trees standlng among but hlgh 
above the shrubbery. 
lIbld., p. 206. 
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Distant views 
Apart trom thls -enolosure, whioh ls neoessary for proteo-
tion, very interest1ng features of distant landsoapes oan be 
1noorporated lnto the cemetery scenery by the arrangement ot 
trees and shrubs as fram1ng elements. Distant views of 
great extent lylng beyond the aotual grounds produce an 
appearance ot measureless extent. However, these views must 
be so managed that one is not aware at the Intervenlng oeme-
tery boundary. Views out ot the cemetery into the open 
country-side may be allowed to remain open, but it is undesir-
able to let the spaciousness ot the cemetery depend upon these 
Views, sinoe the oemetery may some day be surrounded by the 
clty. Speoial teatures such as Views should never be seen 
tw1ce 1n the same way. Through the proper plaoement at trees 
and shrubs the extent and direction of views can be oontrolled. 
Soale at effeot 
In the monument oemeteries the scale of the landsoape 
effeots are at neoessity smaller than in the memor1al park 
oemetery. The monuments and tombstones limit the extent ot 
the open lawn spaces, thus mak1ng them smaller units. These 
smaller lawn areas should be treated as individual units whioh 
1s otten accompllshed either by a continuous planting of low 
growing trees, evergreens and shrubs or by irregular mass 
plant1ngs, so located that the view across a burlal section 
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is broken or obstruoted and thus torm1ng v1stas where some 
obJeot_ot interest can be made a feature 1n the landsoape. 
, . 
The vista, in monument cemeter1es must be used with oaution 
beoause they are apt to become s1mply a monotonous oontlnu~­
tion of stone work. Monument restr1ct1ons must be placed on 
lots lying with1n the vista 1n order to maintain an open lawn 
area. 
Monument backgrounds 
No feature ot planting composit1on 1s of greater impor-
tance 1n the monument oemetery than the formation by planting 
of suitable baokgrounds for monuments- A proper sett1ng for 
a well des1gned monument 1s as 1mportant as the design of the 
monument 1tself. The best results come from plant1ng the 
areas where monuments may be ereoted before the lots 1n the 
seotion are offered for sale. By doing this it is possible 
to preserve nt least to some extent the v1stas and various 
effeots ot l1ght and shade-
The background or bands ot plant1ng should tollow irregu-
larly the lot lines forming interest1ng curves end recesses 
and should be of suff1cient w1dth to provide a proper back-
ground for the monument. l In some instances it may be neces-
sary to reserve whole lots tor plent1ng- Planting reserva-
t10ns through the center ot the sections may be good 1n some 
lSee F1gure 12, p. 127. 
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places, but it is often better to take certain lots at places 
and oonnect them with narrower strips of planting along the 
I ' 
borders of the other lots. 
plant material 
The plants that can be used to ca~ry out the landscape 
eftects ot our plant compositions will depend upon the region 
and the local s1tuation. The vegetation of a new pl~ce should 
conform to the character of the ex1stinggrowth peculiar to 
the region. However, the plant1ng need not oonsist of only 
those spec1es native to the area. There are many trees and 
shrubs ot kindred habit, herdinees and appearance but of 
foreign origin that will unite with those natlve to a specific 
terrltory. The splrit and nature of the scenery should be 
made the key to the harmony of the plantlng-
The flora of the United states is so varied that it re-
quires considerable study and familiarity with the local 
plants to prepare a planting plan ot artistic merit. The 
great variety of available plants enables the designer to 
select plants for oolor effects ot flower, follage, bark and 
fruit, as well as low, medium and high growing varieties end 
plants of round, pyramidal, columner or spreading growth 
habits. The plants suitable for landscape purposes naturally 
separate themselves into the following broad d1visions: 
evergreen trees, deciduous trees, evergreen shrubs, deciduous 
shrubs, vines, perennials and annuals. 
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Evergreens occupy a position and perrorm a function of 
great importance in the landscape p1cture. They produce the 
I' 
so11d effects, the strong shadows and the cont1nuous color 
throughout the season. Evergreens form an all year positive 
feature in the landscape and therefore, require pleas1ng 
arrangements of form and color in their immediate vicinity. 
Bes1des the type of to11ege, form and color of deciduous 
trees and shrubs the more posit1ve ohpracter of the trunk, 
branches and twigs, bare in winter and early spring, must be 
considered in developing the planting. All these separate 
qualit1es in a tree or shrub must be handled in a sympathetic 
way in the composit1on of a year-round landSCApe. 
Perennial plants play a subordinElte but Bll importBllt 
part 1n our planting schemes. 'rhey should be treated 1n the 
same general way as the tree and shrub masses. Perennials 
are used in oolonies or in clusters at the teet ot shrubs and 
trees, or as ground-cover plants 1n the shrub groups. 
Plant mater1als, bUildings, roads and all of the other 
elements prev10usly discussed const1tute the essentials whioh 
are 1nvolved in developing the plsn of the cemetery. The 
compos1t1on formed by these elements should always be an 
expression ot sound landscape architeoturel des1en end 
planning, which ult1mately is manifested by the actual land-
scapes produoed but may, in pert, be shol.;n graphically in 
plans. 
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THE CEMETERY PLAN 
The plan ot the oemetery is the reality of the prooess 
of des1gn and is a oomposit1on ot the various elements dis-
cussed in the prev10us sec t10ns of th1s thesis. Design is a 
process of predetermining the form and funct10n of an obJeot 
or an area in which the 1ndividual un1ts are arranged end 
brought together 1n a functional and pleas1ng manner. There 
are two types of design--economic and esthetio. In eoonomio 
des1gn the utilitarian needs ot an area or object are the 
most important, whereas in esthetic design the ability of 
that which is brought into reality, to give end produce 
pleAsurable sensations, is the controlling feotor. 
In the art ot landscape arohitectural design, as in all 
other torms of suocessful design, both forms of design e.re 
1ntegrated and form the foundation upon which the ult1mRte 
success of the creation must be Judged. 
The des1gn of a cemetery is a landscape architectural 
problem in which the economic factors are all too otten given 
greater emphasis than is Just1fiable. It the problem of 
designlng or creating a cemetery Is attacked from the stend-
polnt of the 1nherent landscape character of the slte the 
es thetic features of the sl te can be allot.,ed to domlnate the 
design and at the same t1me produce an economically profitable 
business venture. 
The var10us aspects involved 1n oemetery des1gn have 
~l 
been d1soussed 1n prev10us ohapters. All of these var10us 
and sometlmes contl1ct1ng conslderatlons must be brought to-
, 
gether ln a harmonious and unlfled composltlon in wh10h the 
sum total of all the parts ls greater than the value of the 
1ndlvidual un1ts. The suooess ln arranglng these varlous 
tunctlons and the ultlmate success of the cemetery p1en as a 
landscape unlt 11es ln the experlence and skill of the land-
soape arohiteot. 
Deslgn 
The deSign of a oemetery oan naturally be approaohed 
from varlous angles. The method whereby the landsoape char-
acter ot the s1te beoomes the oontrolling influenoe on all 
deols10ns of composltlon is far superlor to the one in whioh 
the dominant faotor is the size and shape of the indlvidual 
grave units. Naturally the grave size is important and will 
1nfluence some of the t1nal detailed aspects ot the deslgn. 
Nevertheless, 1n the preliminAry studies the means through 
wh1ch the lnherent landscape charaoter of the area can beet 
be expressed are of much greater va~ue ln arriving at a suc-
cessful solution. 
The relative importance of the individual element~, the 
entrance, admin1stration buildings, service buildlngs, bur1al 
areas and malntenance area ln respect to their relatlon to 
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eaoh other oan be expressed in a sohematio d1agram. l However, 
the theoretl0 sequence ot arrangement oannot be adapted to 
all s1tes. The cemetery, 8S 1s any other work of landscape 
arohltecture, 1s a dynamio entlty and oonsequently every 
situat10n requires an individual solution based on the unique-
ness of the slte. 
Basically all suitable cemetery land oen be olassified 
lnto three broad general types: the flat, the gently rolling 
and the h11ly. The topography of the site will dictate and 
give form to the cemetery elements. By studying the topo-
graphy or the site and the location of the site 1n relE~tion 
to the oenter ot population to be served, the schematic 
des1gn of the oemetery oan be developed,2 taking into oon-
slderation the natlve vegetat10n and naturel features such 
as streams and v1ews. 
As has been mentioned previously, relative elevation 
with1n the oemetery is an important aspect ot the des1gn. 
~he entrance and partioularly the major road system should 
be so located that the bur1al areas appenr, 1f not in reality, 
to be on a higher elevation than the roads. If this cen be 
achieved tor both the entrance and the me1n roads the solu-
tion to the plan is greatly enhanoed. However, the entr8nce 
must of necessity be located in relation to the oenter of 
1See Figure 13, p. 133. 
2See Figure l4A, p. 135. 
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F1gure 13. Schemat10 diagram or oemete1'1 des1gn 
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F1gure 14. Evolut1on of the cemetery plan on tlat topography 
A. Schemat10 plan developed atter a study ot 
ex1st1ng conditions and the relation of the 
site to the center ot populat1on being served 
B. Des1gn ot the roed system 1n respect to the 
contours ot the area 
c· F1nal cemetery plan 
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populat1on snd the aooess1b1lity to the h1ghway. Consequently 
this cons1deration takes preoedence over th~t of elevation. 
On a flat topography ~he r08d alignment of both renJor 
and minor drives will be relatively simple and more regulAr 
then on ~ore roll1ng terrain. As the topography becomes 
rougher the road system beoomes more complicated; neverthe-
less, slmpllo1 ty 1n nllgnmen t should be the gu1de. tolhen the 
road system 1s designed to complement and express the topo-
graphy slmplici ty lolill genera~ly be the natural result. 
Figures 14B, l6B and 16B1 1llustrate this fundamental prin-
ciple of simplio1ty in roed systems when the a11gnment 1s 
dictated by the topography of the site. 
On flat areas the road systetn w1ll refleot the eoonom10 
aspeots of section width and the philosophy of the designer 
more than it will on roll1ng terrain. F1gure l4B illustr~tes 
the influence of the rectangularity of the grave eizes. 2 The 
roads are generally straighter ard more uniform in spacing 
than the ro~ds in Figures 15B and l6B3 ~here conformity to 
the contours has resulted 1n a curvilinear roed system. 
"lhen natural features such as a stream exists on the 
property, and the possib1l1ty of bu11d1ng a lake or in some 
lSee Figure 14, p. 135, Figure 15, p. 138 ~,nd Figure 
16, p. 140. 
2Zee Figure 14, p. 135. 
3See Figure 15, p. 138 end Figure 16, p. 140. 
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Figure 15. Evolution ot the cemetery plan on rolling 
topography 
A. Schematic plan developed after a study ot 
exist1ng cond1t1ons and the relation ot the 
site to the oenter of population being served 
B. Des1gn ot the road system in respect to the 
contours ot the area 
c. Final cemetery plan 
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Figure 16. Evolution ot the oemetery plan on hilly topography 
A. Schematic plan developed atter a study ot 
existing oondit10ns and the relation ot the 
site to the oenter ot population being served 
B. Design ot the road system in respeot to the 
oontours or the area 
C. Final oemetery plan 
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other manner featur1ng the water, the major rOBd system should 
be so des1gned tha.t 1 t will lead traffic to this point of 
I 
1nterest. Figure lsal shows a possible solution for d:~recting 
traftio to the leke end back again to the exit without neces-
sarily retrao1ng the epproaoh route. 
In the 1oc~tion of the serv10e bu1ld1ngs 8uoh'~B the 
chapel, crematory, eolumbarlum and reoeiving vpulte, the 
consideration of easy and directness of 8pproeoh trom the 
entranoe must be a dominant fa.ctor. Nearnes9 to the entr~mce 
is ot secondary 1mportance in contrast to directness of route 
and access to the burial areas. These service bu1ldings can 
beoome pOints of interest in themselves or they can be Bub-
.., 
ordinated to natural teetures. G Figure l6B illustrates the 
locGtlon ot the ehe.pel as an element in the development of 
a lake. At first glanoe it may seen unneoessarily remote 
trom sorf,e portions of the burial areas end perticulerly from 
the entrance. In this instance it seemed Justlfleble to 
sacrifice a central locBt1on becAuse ot the excellent v1ew 
and the 8daptsb111 ty of' th1s orea of the ceJretery to the 
chapel s1te. Such dec1sions must be made from A lAndscPpe 
point ot v1ew and Just1fied on the bAsie ot the p,dv8ntages to 
be gained. 
lSee Figure 16, p. 140. 
2See F!gure 16, p_ 140. 
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The subdivision of seotlons into lots nnd grave spaoes 
must be done ln such a wey that the greatest number of usnble 
, 
grave spaces oan be provlded. Figures 140, 150 ruld 16C lllus-
trnte an adaptlon of the radial method of lottlng. l 
The Cemetery Converted lnto a Park 
From the standp01nt of an attraotlve lllIldsoaped area and 
sn open spaoe 1n the oity, the cemetery serves a valuable 
serv10e as a pass1ve recreatlon area ln add1tion to 1ts func-
tlon as a bur1al space. It ls, therefore, an asset to the 
clty and should be contlnued atter lt no longer functions as 
~n actlve oemetery. In the paat, oem~terlcs have often be-
come neglected atter they were no longer used as bur1al areas 
but with the practlce of perpetunl care the future m~lntenanoe 
of the cecetery 1s assured. The present oonsensus ma.inte1ns 
that a cemetery should not be permitted to unduly hamper the 
llvlng and on such grounds cemeterles can be relocnted to 
1ll2ke wISy for 01 ty expanslon. 2 The unsigh tllncss of negleoted 
cemeteries 1s often used as a Justifiable reeson for movlng 
the cemetery out of the city. Nevertheless, thls ls not 
unlversal 1n the Unlted States. Whether or not thls feellng 
w11l continue in the future is uncertaln; however, it ls the 
lSee Figure 14, p. 135, Figure 15, p. 138 end Flgure 
16, p. 140. 
2Amerlcan Soc1ety of Plennlng Offlcl~ls. 
the cl ty plan. Informat10n report. t!o. 16. 
the Soclety. 1950. p. 5. 
Cemeter1es ln 
Chlcago, Ill., 
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writer's opinion that the oemetery After it is no longer used 
as a bur-ying ground is a prioeless asset to the oommunity not 
only as an attractive bit of landscape art but as an open 
space ,,,,i thin the orowded ci ty. ~<l~hese cemeteries should. there-
fore be preserved not neoessarily intact BS a oemetery but 
converted into 8 use taking adventage of the beauties thpt 
exist. Since the cemetery resembles a pprk in oharpoter, it 
seems only natural that they should be oonverted into pAf:lsive 
reoreation areas. 
The Ben timents connected "11th a cemetery e.re ro ther hazy 
Rnd unattaohed approximately three or four generations after 
the last burial haa been made in them, unless some famous 
person is burled there. After an interval of this leneth, 
the cemetery could be oonverted into a park without undue 
B.dverse comments from the c1 tlzenry • Grnves of famous per-
sons could be turned into shrines and mnde po1nts of interest 
in the park and other monuments and statues ot less prominenoe 
would be eliminated. The indiv1dual tombstones w1ll heve to 
be removed Rnd the flush grp.ve markers could either be re-
moved or remain without 1nterfer1ng with the feeling of the 
park atmosphere. In oases where the tombstones gnd flush 
m&rkers are removed a B~all permanent m~rker flush with the 
ground and lnrge enough to 1nscribe 8 number on it Rhould be 
placed at eaoh gra.ve. All of the buri(!ls within the cemetery 
would be keyed accordlng to this number system, makInz It 
possible to locate any grave should the occasIon arise to 
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f1nd the exaot bur1al plaoe of an 1ndividual atter the oemetery 
has been, oonverted 1nto a park. 
Figure 17 illustrates how a oemetery oould be ohanged 
into a park provided the or1ginal design was oonoeived of 
and exeouted w1th such an eventual oonversion in mind. l The 
major road system of the oemetery forms the park ro~d system 
with all or most of the minor oemetery roads eliminated. In 
the or1ginal des1gn suff101ent road r1ght-of-way and parking 
area should be reserved so that the park can funct10n eff1-
c1ently without 1nterfer1ng with the burial areas. The views 
as developed for the oemetery would serve as the attraotions 
1n the park. 
It 1s the writer's belief thAt while such a Boheme may 
seem qu1te radical, at the present time the ground work has 
already been laid for a reappra1sal of the publiols opinion 
in respeot to suoh a theory. In 1947 a park-oemetery combina-
t10n was des1gned and exeouted on a 25 acre pen1nsula 1n 
Pao1fio County, wash1ngton. 2 Both funot1ons were designed as 
a( landscape un1t but functionally separated and independent 
of each other. By accustom1ng people to enjoy life and play 
next to a cemetery 1t seems to be a relat1vely easy trans1tion 
to hav1ng the pub110 aocept the pract10e of participat1ng in 
lSee F1gure 17, p. 146. 
2Florence Holmes Greke. An unusual community center. 
Landscape Arch1tecture. 38, no. 1: 13-14. Oct. 1947. 
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Figure 17. Transformat1on of the cemetery into a park 
A. Orlg1~al oemetery plan 
B. Major road system ot the cemetery has been 
converted into the park road network by 
eliminating moet ot the minor oemetery roads 
C. The eventual perk BS developed trom the 
cemetery 
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a passive form of recreation in the cemetery. 
The conversion of the cemetery into a park will result 
in an efficient use of the land involved end bring some much 
needed reoreation areas into the heart ot our cities. Sinoe 
the oemetery was originally endowed by perpetual care. the 
oemetery after its conversion into a park will not require 
publio money tor its maintenance and repair beoause the per-
petual care tund would oarry on this work. Such a.praotioe 
w1l1 ot neoessity require Bome enabling legislation on the 
state level to make the use of suoh money available and to 
def1ne the extent and ooverage of perpetual oare on oemetery 
lots. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The des1gn and layout of a oemetery 1s one of the 1mpor-
tant aspects of successful cemetery operat1on. It 1s the hope 
of the writer that the bas10 elements of oemeter,y design that 
have been brought together, def1ned and coordinated, will 
olarify the eoope of this essent1al phase of oemetery manage-
ment. As a result of this study it is hoped that the land-
scape arch1tect will beoome aware of the 1mportance ot devel-
oping th1s phase of the profess10n. Cemetery design gives the 
landsoape arch1tect an opportun1ty to express himself 1n one 
ot the 1mportant and lasting landmarks ot our sooiety and of 
its oulture. 
The author 1s hopeful that the suggestions eet forth 
will stimulate interest for further detalled studies and 
1nvestigation both in design ot cemeteries and related as-
pects of cemetery management such as perpetual cere and its 
ultimate influence. 
Research in the general field of cemetery operation is 
greatly hampered because of inadequate statistical records 
concern1ng cemeteries and the tinal disposit10n ot the dead. 
The writer'strongly recommends that state vital statistic 
bureaus initiate a system ot recording not only the date of 
death and cause but also the method of disposing ot the corpse 
and the location 1n which the remains have been placed. In 
addition to th1s suggestion, some aeency either county or 
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state should ascertain the amount of land devoted to ceme-
teries 1n its Jurlsdictlon and the exact location ot all of 
thls land. 
In review1ng the problems of cemetery design, certain 
def1n1te conolusions oan be reached: 
1. The ever present business aspects of cemetery man-
agement requlres an eoonomical and esthetically 
satistylng development which can only be achieved 
through the sklll and experienoe ot the site planners 
and landscape arohltects. 
2. The- slte seleoted should be one sultable for oemetery 
purposes and integrated lnto the reglonal plan or 
olty plan in such a way that the cemetery will always 
remaln an asset to the clty and its functional future 
growth. 
3. Memorlalization within the cemetery should be re-
stricted to the best and most artistic examples of 
soulpture and monuments. 
4. All cemeteries should be so located and designed to 
become an integral part of the city or regional park 
system and the access to them related to the park-
way network of the urban area. 
5. The design of the cemetery should always be approach-
ed from the angle of expressing the landscape ohar-
aoter of the site and then fitting the fixed ceme-
tery requirements of graves and lots into this 
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des1gn. 
6~ Ultimate use of the cemetery area will influence the 
arrangement of the var10us cemetery elements. WhA.t 
th1s eventual use will be cannot be ascertained at 
this time but it, as suggested, they be converted 
1nto passive recreation areas atter they are no 
longer used for bur1al purpooes, the original design 
should reflect thi s eventual use. A cemetery should 
therefore be designed as a park and the minor roads, 
grave sections and cemetery buildings fitted into 
and related to this basic plan. Even if the ceme-
teries are never converted into parks this approaoh 
w1ll result in the beat and most satisfaotory ceme-
tery compos1t1on. 
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APPENDIX A 
cemetery Classif1cation 
The custom of as tabli sh1ng datin1 te bur1al grounds has 
a pre-h1stor10 orig1n and is un1versal among all people who 
bury their dead. The word oemetery is der1 ved trom the Greek 
verb meaning "to put to sleep", a. cemetery is 11 terelly a 
sleeping plaoe, a plaoe ot temporary rest. In 1ts original 
connotation, therefore, it is devoid of any suggestion of the 
dreariness which eventually became assooiated with it. l 
In the United States cemeteries ere generally classified 
as monument or non-monument oemeter1es depending on the type 
and extent ot personal memor1al1zation allowed within them. 
The National Cemetery Association in a report on cemetery 
acreage, in the United States, 1n June ot 1955 reported 
12,000 aot1ve oemeter1es in the oountry. An aotive oemetery 
was one wh10h had a telephone. Of the 12,000 oemeteries, 
10,000 were monument, 1,000 a oombination of monument and 
non-monument seotions and 1,000 non-monument memorial parks. 2 
Another classification makes the division on the basiS 
of ownership. Using ownersh1p as a oriterion of grouping, we 
find cemeter1es deSignated as 1nstitutional, municipal, end 
IF. A. Cushing. Forest Lewn at Glendale. American Land-
soape Architect. 4, no. 6: 30-32. June 1931. 
2Albert R. Kates. The cemetery 1ndustry hes come ot age. 
Amerioan Cemetery. 27, no· 6: 25. June 1955. 
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private, elther lndlvldual1y owned or lncorporated, wlthout 
any regard to the type ot rnemoriallzation allowed in them. 
I 
The cemetery as known ln American oulture has beoome one or 
the most permanent ot all land use types, onoe established 
the area lnvolved is generally dedicated and set aside in 
perpetuity. 
Cemetery acreage 
The amount ot land devoted to cemetery purposes in the 
Unlted States has neVer been accurately determined. Ofticial 
reoords as to the area. and extent ot burlal grounds pre not 
kept by clvl1 authorlties, oonsequently any determination as 
to the extent of this type ot land use is only approxlmat1on. 
In the previously quoted report by the National Cemetery 
Assoolat1on concentrating on rotlve oemeteries, many small 
oemeteries throughout the rural arep.B were obviously elim1nated 
slnce they dld not have a telephone list1ng and many ceme-
teries which are no longer ln use were also neglected. The 
549,190 acres ot land devoted to cemetery use and ol'med by 
the 12,000 actlve cemeteries represents an a~ea two-thirds 
the size ot the State or Rhode Island. Thls is, however, 
on~y a partial tigure ot the over-all total acreage devoted 
to cemetery purposes ln the United states. 
Under our present system of burlal the number or-graves 
per aore ot burlal space 1s between 885 ln monument oeme-
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terien and 1,225 in non-monument cemeteries. l Assuming that 
an average of 1,000 ~raves per acre w1l1 compensate tor those 
corpses cremated' and also give a reasonable number ot graves 
per aore based on the fact that the majority of burials take 
place 1n monument oemeter1es, 1,481 acres were required to 
2 bury the 1,481,091 corpses dur1ng 1950. 
In a 1950 population proJeotion report of the Un1ted 
States Bureau ot the Census, the popu1at1on tor the country 
was set at 225,000,000 by the year 1975. 3 Assum1ng that the 
death rate ot 9.2 per 1,000 populat10n ot 19544 will remaln 
stationary and that we will have a oonstant and equal 1ncrease 
in cemetery needs during the period trom 1950 to 1975 it will 
require an average ot 1,775 acres annually to meet our oeme-
tery requirements dur1ng this per1od. Th1s annual 1ncrease 
will add an additional 44,475 aores to our present cemetery 
aoreage by 1975. Most ot this land will be located in and 
near our metropo11tan areas. 
1See Number of graves per acre, Figure 18, Appendix B, 
p. 171. 
2Nat1onal Oftice ot V1tal Statist1cs. Vital statistics 
of the Un1ted States 1954. Vol. II. U. S. Dept. Health, 
Education and Welfare. Washington, D.C., U. 8. Govt. Print-
1ng Ott1ce. 1956. p. 6. 
3paul J. J eh11k and Rey E. Wakeley. Rural-urban m1gra-
tion in Iowa, 1940-50. Iowa State College Agr. Exp. Sta., 
Ames, IO\'la~ Research Bul. 407. 1954. p. 820. 
4Nat10nal Ott1ce ot V1tal Stat1st1os. V1tal stat1st1os 
ot the Un1ted States 1954. Vol. I. U· 8. Dept. Health, 
Eduoation and Weltare. Washington, D.C., U. S. Govt. Print-
ing Orfioe. 1966. p. 51. 
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Urban oemetery 
The trend away from a rural toward an urban oivi11zation 
1n the Un1ted States has gradually 1noreased sinoe the beg1~ning 
of the twentieth century. The past deoade has witnessed an 
exoellerated move toward urbanizat10n and 1t is not unreason-
able to expeot greater migration toward metropolitan oenters 
w1th1n the next several decades. 
Th1s great 1nflux or population 1nto the c1t1es has mag-
nif1ed exist1ng defioienc1es 1n our oit1es, and at the same 
t1me oreated new problems due to the fact that serv10es wh1ch 
were previously suppl1ed at various and soattered locations 
throughout the country-side must now be provided in a oonoen-
trated manner and with1n a def1nite geographio area. 
~en though the total aoreage devoted to cemeteries will 
not be any larger in an urban than in a rural society, it 
will, however, be concentrated within the metropo11tan region 
or even w1thin the c1ty. Cemeter1es which a decade ago were 
located beyond the c1ty find themselves enciroled by the oity 
today and oftentimes they beoome obstaoles to the expansion 
ot the c1ty. Cemeteries are, therefore, becom1ng 1mportant 
and promlnent features 1n the landscapes ot our Cities; their 
location and design ere of the utmost oonoern to landscape 
architects and city planners. The value and funct10n or a 
oemetery after 1t has served 1ts primary purpose, that of a 
bur1al plaoe, 1s dependent upon 1ts design, development and 
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location in respect to the growth and efficient functioning 
or theoity. 
I ' 
The Changing Aspects of Cemetery DesIgn 
Perpetual care 
The desIre to provide for the maIntenance of cemetery 
lots through the medIum of perpetual ca.re funds has gIven added 
emphasis to the esthetIc qualities of the cemetery. The neg-
leoted cemetery, whioh causes so muoh dismay to all interested 
persons wIll be nonex1stent atter perpetual care becomes un1-
versal. Not only does th1s trend result 1n providIng me.1n-
tenenoe for active, functioning cemeteries but elso results 
in attempts to reconditIon and beautify old abandoned ceme-
teries. 
In no phase of cemetery work is the exper1ence and skill 
of the landscape architeot and those of the other desIgn 
professIons more essentIal than in the work of recond1t1on1ng 
these neglected cemeter1es. The 1deals of design wh1ch 1n-
fluenced their orig1nal development are no longer considered 
the best, consequently the existent land use pattern must be 
brought into harmongy with present 1deals at oemetery design 
by the ingenious and comprehensive application ot desIgn 
skIlls. 
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The automobile 
The automobile has permee.ted all phases of American life 
and culture and lts influenoe ls also felt in the oemetery. 
Veh1cular ciroulation, therefore, becomes a major oons1dera-
tion. the dr1ve alignment and lott1ng prooedure are dependent 
upon easy aooess and the flow of traff1c throughout the oeme-
tery. The h1gher speeds of the auto as compared to horse 
drawn veh10les has resulted 1n plann1ng on a larger soale than 
was hlthertofore considered neoessary. The v1stas, so hlghly 
prized in all landsoape developments are becoming s1mpler 1n 
detail, larger and mre panoramic in treatment due to the fact 
that leBs time is aVailable to appreciate their beauty while 
traveling 1n an auto than while in a carriage. Similarly, 
other developments in Amerlcan l1fe are affeot1ng oemetery 
des1gn. 
Cremat10n 
The ohanging temperament of Amer1can soc1ety conoern1ng 
the d1sposal of the oorpse will become more pronounoed 1n 
oemetery des1gn as oremat10n beoomes more universally aocepted. 
Aotua1 current f1gures on the annual rvte ot 1ncrease 1n cre-
mat10n are not available beceuse of the Cremation Associat1on 
of America's policy ot refrain1ng from pub11shing current 
f1gures for pub110 oonsumption. However, by study1ng published 
reports, 1 t 1s obvious that it 1s on the inores.se and all 
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1ndicat1ons point to further increases in its popularity. 
The Cremat10n Associat1on ot America, in a 1964 statistical 
report,l reported an increase of 12 per cent ln the number ot 
cremations for the perlod 1949 to 1953 as compnred with the 
1944 to 1948 perlod. 
The public cont1nues to look to the oemetery to provide 
the proper facilit1es tor the disposal of crematory remains, 
either in the torm ot columberiums or earth burial. From all 
indications earth bur1als ot cremation remains are moet preva-
lent; 65 per cent ot the cremations at the cemeteries whose 
superintendents responded to the survey were buried. 2 This 
trend influences not only the design of the oemetery ln re-
spect to individual grave sizes but also the type of terrlt~ry 
ln which the cemetery cen successfully be loceted. The desir-
ability of oomparatively flat land will not be as important 
when the grave size 1s cut to 4 x 4 feet lnstee.d of the present 
4 x 10 teet. Even though cremation is on the 1ncrease, the 
greatest portion of oemetery lend in the foreseeable future 
will be devoted to the burlal of the oorpse. 
lSee Table 1, p. 165. 
2See Extent of earth burla1 of cremation remains, Figure 
18, Append1x B, p. 171· 
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APPENDIX B 
cemetery Questionnaire 
Landscape Architecture studio 
Iowa State College 
Ames, Iowa 
1. ~lhat is the most desirable d.istBnoe a cemetery should be 
removed from the oenter of population? 
2. Is it desirable to have aoceleration nIle. decelerp.t1on 
laneo at cemetery entranoes? What length 
should they be? 
3. Is it desirable to have entrance etructures, gates etc., 
set b50k from the cemetery entrance? How far 
should they be set back? 
4. How far should the main entrance drive extend into the 
cemetery before branching into other dr1veways? 
5. \'/hat should the maxirrum grade be on driveways? 
On lawn sections? 
6. Is it deoirable to have patrone park on the roadway? 
Is it desirable to inorease the width of the 
road to provide parallel parking? To provido 
parking space c.t approprie.te intervals? 
7. What is the most desirable width tor driveways? 
8. What should the distance be between the monuments and 
the roadway in a monument section? 
9. Whet is the accepted width of sections in new develop-
ments? Is there a tendency to increase this 
width? 
10. What is the 
oontours ot 
length? 
should be? 
167 
average length ot sections, provided the 
the area are such as to permit unlimited 
What is the mlnimu~ length a section 
11. Are grass paths being eliminated in recent cemetery 
designo? If not tihat should their width be? 
How many graves should be provided between 
paths? 
12. Is it customary, in newer developments, to provide a 
fence around the property? Are they neoessary? 
1t;'hat type are lI!ost satisl:'aotory--\Ure ___ _ 
Mesonry walls Hedgen Others 
How high should they be? 
13 •. Do cemeteries whioh have fences and gates lock them at 
night? 
14. How much area should be provided between the fence or 
wall and the first grave? Is it preferable to 
have this area planted with shrubs or left in 
open latin? 
15. What s1ze lots are most 1n demand by the tolks of aver-
age means? Wealthy people Poorer 
classes ___ _ 
16. How many grave spaces as a rule are provided per acre 
1n: Memorial park cemeteries ______ __ 
Honument cemeteries ____ _ 
Garden type cemeteries ____ _ 
17. vlhnt type of permanent markers are most desirable ror 
marking the corners of 1ndividual lots? 
18. Do new cemeteries consider the added expense of con-
struction and maintenance of pools Rnd lakes JustIfiable? 
l6B 
19. What peroent of a 100 aore traot should be devoted to: 
Roads 
Pa ths -an-d~w-a"'::'l-:-ks 
Plantings (shrub-s .... ) ---
Plantings (trees) 
Service and administrat10n 
buIldings ___ _ 
20. What is your feeling conoerning the construction of 
ohapels--they should_or should not_be enooure.ged? 
21. Are chapels used surficiently to Justify the expense of 
construction and maintenance? Are new ceme-
teries buIlding them? 
22· Is it desirable to build chapels in connection with 
oolumbarlums? Do you have this type of a 
structure? 
23. Are special earth burial seotions set a.side for the 
remains of oremations? ~lliat is the customary 
space allotted to individual burials? To what 
extent are oremation remains depOSited withIn the soil? 
24. Is the maintenance of a nursery by a oemetery Justifiable? 
Are many cemeteries maintaining a nursery? 
25. Are greenhouses Justifiable for supplying the cemetery 
with beddIng plants? For supplying cut flowers 
to patrons? Do you maintain and operate a 
greenhouse of either purpose? 
26. To what extent should patrons be restricted in respeot 
to doing private planting on individual lots? 
What restriotions do you 
place on this type of aotivit,y? 
27. Do you consider the IIGarden Type" of design a significant 
design form? or merelY a temporary revolt 
against the l~emorial Park Type of design? Is 
it a compromise, of suffioient merit to last, between 
the J.lemorial Perk and the l·fonument type ot development? 
26. Are Garden T.y~edevelopments being designed in a garden-
esque manner (annual and perennial flower beds etc.)' 
or merely enclosed with suitable shrubs and 
hedges? 
29. What is the average number of graves in a typical garden? 
The name of your cemetery ____________________________ _ 
Number of developed acres 
Number of undeveloped acres ______ __ 
Age, of the oemetery end its type __________ __ 
Size of the city in which 1t 1s located ______________ _ 
Average number of bur1als per year ______ __ 
Signature 
Address 
Additional comments: 
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Figure 18. Tabulation of pertinent questionn~ire data 
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